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Neutrinos and the long-lifetime frontier

The LHC is the highest energy collider in the world

→ Its large-scale experiments were designed to search for heavy 

     and strongly produced new particles 


→ Their design optimal to search for heavy BSM and probe SM physics

SUSY, WIMPs, …

W, Z, top, Higgs

Both produced 

with high 
pT
(transverse to the beam)
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  Weakly coupled, light new particles

A′ , a, χDM, …

Neutrinos produced in hadron decays

about 1% of all pions with  are produced in the forward 
10-6% of solid angle 


→ small detector in this region would have impressive sensitivity

E > 10 GeV
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FASER: the ForwArd Search ExpeRiment

: small, inexpensive experiment at LHC with goal to 

Inside TI-12 tunnel, FASER situated ca. 500 m downstream from the ATLAS collision point
→ Shielded by ca. 100 m rock ; LHC magnets deflect charged particles, creates low bkg. environment 

→ Search long-lived particles (LLPs)  

→ Study collider Neutrinos

2

Collider Neutrinos

Neutrinos aus Collider-Experimenten wurden noch nie direkt vermessen. 

ATLASLHC

Reguläre Experimente "sehen" nicht 
die Neutrinos, sondern nur fehlende
Energie...

FASER

Neben Neutrinos gelangen

Magnete Gestein

große Mengen an Myonen
bis zum FASER.

LHC MagnetsLHC Ring Rocks

Location 
and beamline

charged particles (p<7 TeV)

neutrino, dark photon
LHC magnets

forward jets

~100 m of rockp-p collision at IP 
of ATLAS

480 m

FASER

~5 m

TI-12IP
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• Because the neutrinos have ∼TeV energies, we can detect many with just a 1-ton detector. 
• The transverse spread of TeV neutrinos from pion decay is only ∼10 cm after propagating 480 m.                      

The detector is aligned with the line of sight (LoS) which maximizes the rate and energy of neutrinos of all flavors. 
• 100 m rock implies that the only background to neutrinos from ATLAS are muon-induced events.

 “Search for Dark Photons with the FASER 
detector at the LHC”, arXiv:2308.05587 

FASER aligned with 

ATLAS line-of-sight (LOS) 
maximizes neutrino flux

“First Direct Observation of Collider Neutrinos with FASER 
at the LHC”, arXiv:2303.14185

First Emulsion Analysis, 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2868284/files/ConferenceNote.pdf

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2868284/files/ConferenceNote.pdf
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Figure 7.2: Geometrical model of the forward LHC infrastructure used in the fast neutrino flux
simulation. The upper and lower panel show a cross sectional view in the horizontal and vertical
plane, respectively. The black lines represent the boundaries of the LHC’s beam pipe and the shaded
areas correspond to the quadrupole (light gray) and dipole (dark gray) magnets. We additionally
show the trajectory of the proton beam (red) and two oppositely charged pions with energy of
1 TeV (dot-dashed) and 2 TeV (dotted). All shown particles have an initial half beam crossing
angle of 150 µrad vertically upwards.

vacuum beam pipe. For the neutrino physics measurements at the FPF it is important to have
reliable estimates of the neutrino fluxes, which require an accurate modelling of i) the production
of hadrons and ii) their propagation through the forward LHC infrastructure.

To address the first part of the problem, the modelling of hadron production, we use several
Monte Carlo event generators that are commonly used to describe forward particle production:
EPOS-LHC [64], QGSJet II-04 [65], DPMJet 3.2017 [953, 954], Sibyll 2.3d [66, 113, 1265, 1266]
and Pythia 8 [115] (configured with the Monash tune [116]). These tools have been developed
for decades, either as dedicated Monte Carlo generators for cosmic ray physics or as multi-purpose
generators for collider physics, and tuned to a variety of available data sets.

The second part of the problem regards the propagation of hadrons through the LHC infras-
tructure. One option to address this question is to use dedicated particle propagation tools such as
FLUKA [40–42] or BDSIM [51] (which is based on Geant4) described in Sec. 2.6 and Sec. 2.8. However,
these tools tend to be rather time consuming and often require special expertise or code access that
is not available to the broad community. To avoid these issues, we will follow a di↵erent approach
and use the fast neutrino flux simulation introduced in Ref. [67].

This geometrical model used in the simulation is based on the BDSIM model described in Sec. 2.8

LHC “Magnetic Shielding”
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The FASER Detector
From front to back:

Front Scintillator veto → FASER  → Interface tracker → Scintillator veto systemν

See “The FASER Detector”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.11427

The FASER detector

0.57 T dipoles
200 mm aperture
1.5 m decay volume

4 LHCb outer
EM calorimeter
modules 

3 layers per station with 8 ATLAS SCT 
barrel modules in each layer

1.1-ton detector
730 layers of 1.1-mm-thick 
tungsten + emulsion
neutrino target and
tracking detector (8𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)

10-mm-thick scintillators
with dual PMT readout
for triggering and timing
measurement (𝜎𝜎 =400 ps)

Three 20mm scintillators
300×300mm wide

Two 20mm scintillators
350×300mm wide

𝜈𝜈

“The FASER Detector”, arXiv:2207.11427

Successful data taking 
in 2022

Constraints on unexplored 
dark photon parameter space

“Search for Dark Photons 
with the FASER detector at 
the LHC”, arXiv:2308.05587
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Neutrino-nucleon cross section increases with energy → even small (1.1 ton) target 
produces large number of interactions 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.11427
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The FASER Detector
From front to back:

… Decay Volume in magnetic field → 3 Tracking stations → Electromagnetic cal.

See “The FASER Detector”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.11427
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The FASER detector

5

calorimeter pre-shower

tracker

TI12

LHC

to ATLAS IP

decay volume

vetoes and 
FASERν

to ATLAS IP
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FASER Operations
Continuous and largely automatic data taking in 2022 and 2023 :

Trigger rate of ~ 1.3 kHz

Recorded more than 350 M single muon events

Recorded 96.1% of delivered Luminosity :

Run3 Data

● Slight issue with this figure
● 2022 shows ‘all good’ removing any data not used in analysis

● Removes DAQ problems, but also calibrations, bad collimator positions, no 
ATLAS offline lumi, etc.

● 2023 (currently) shows only trigger deadtime
● Wrote script to find HV scans

● Need to decide what we really want
to show here
● Other plots show DAQ deadtime
● Makes most sense to show 

‘good for physics’ data sample?
● Also working on FASERnu lumi

5

Recorded 35.4/fb in 2022

Now at >70/fb

Limited by DAQ dead-time (1.3%) and instabilities

Dark photon analysis used 27 fb-1

FASER operations

6

➔ Continuous and largely automatic data taking in 2022
◆ Up to 1.3 kHz trigger rate 
◆ More than 350M single muon events recorded

➔ Recorded 96.1% of delivered luminosity
◆ Limited by DAQ deadtime (1.3%) and a couple of crashes
◆ Dark photon analysis uses 27.0 fb-1 (with optical filters)



1. LLPs Searches :-)ν
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Why study collider Neutrinos? 
Prior FASER, not a single neutrino produced in a beam-beam collision has ever 
been directly detected SUSY, WIMPs, …

A′ , a, χDM, …

 ,  , νe νμ ντ

pp-collisions copiously produce neutrinos & anti-neutrinos & at very high energies for which 
neutrino interactions are not well studied. 

→ Energies in the range of TeV, highest human-made energies


→ Neutrino interaction cross section : 


→ All flavors are produced :  ,  ,  

σ ∼ Eν

K → νe π → νμ D(s) → ντ

Every time we discover neutrinos from a new source (reactors, the Sun, supernovae, the atmosphere, ...) we learnt 
something very exciting about not just particle physics, but also cosmology and the Universe.
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Why study collider Neutrinos? 
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color 
transparency
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EMC effect

nuclear PDFs

TeV Energy 
Neutrino 

Interaction

heavy flavor 
production

neutrino DIS at 
TeV scale

tau neutrinos

lepton flavour 
universalityForward Charm Production 

D

ultra low-x  
PDFs: x~10-7

intrinsic charm

color glass condensate

charm 
fragmentation

BFKL dynamics

Forward Light Hadron Production 

prompt atmospheric neutrinos 

π,K

muon puzzle
beam remnants

MC generators

hadronization

pions and kaons

neutrino MC

cosmic ray air 
showers

interaction cross 
sections

Figure 87: SM physics overview. Shown in gray is the production of neutrinos at ATLAS collision point
and subsequent interaction at the FPF detectors. Placed around are a variety of physics phenomena that
could be tested using forward neutrino measurements. In the lower left we show the electron and muon
neutrino energy spectrum, as obtained using different generators, separated by the production channel. In
the upper right we show the spectrum of tau neutrinos and how it can be used to constrain their interaction
cross section in the unconstrained TeV energy range.

allow to validate the predictions of collinear factorization and BFKL-based approaches; to constrain
gluon PDFs at very low x ⇠ 10�7; to probe gluon saturation effects and non-linear dynamics; or to
test models of intrinsic charm [1129, 1130, 1131, 1132, 1133, 1134]. First experimental constraints on
forward charm production would also constrain prompt atmospheric neutrino fluxes and hence provide
valuable input for neutrino telescopes in their search for extragalactic neutrinos.

Neutrino experiments at the FPF can also study the interactions of TeV energy neutrinos of all three
flavors and, for the first time, measure their interaction cross section in this energy range. At such
high energies, the interaction are well described by deep-inelastic scattering, which makes them a great
laboratory to study parton distribution functions, especially for the strange quark PDF through the charm
associated neutrino interactions ⌫s ! `c similar to CHORUS and NuTeV; probe nuclear effect such as
shadowing, anti-shadowing and the EMC effect [1135, 1136, 1137]; study the dynamics of the hadronic
final state allowing to test hadronization inside nuclear matter, the formation zone prescription, color
transparency at the highest energies, and final state interaction effects [1138]; and provide valuable input
to validate and tune simulation tools for neutrino interactions [1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 589].

Finally, it is worth noting that the FPF experiments will detect thousands of tau neutrino interactions,
allowing them to study the tau neutrino in great precision [1143]. In particular, the magnetic field in the
FPF neutrino detectors allows them to differentiate tau neutrinos and tau anti-neutrinos for the first time.

3.11 Search for light DM at NA64 with high intensity electron and muon beams: status
& prospects at CERN – P. Crivelli

Author: Paolo Crivelli, <Paolo.Crivelli@cern.ch>

145

Illustration from

 arXiv:2305.01715
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Why study collider Neutrinos? 

Forward direction very relevant for the simulation and understanding of 
extensive air showers (EAS)

p, A

p, A

Motivation I
‣ Large motivation to study light hadron production at the FPF arises from observations 

of  extensive air showers (EAS) 

‣ LHC: 

‣ EAS: 

Particle cascades in the atmosphere 
initiated by high-energy cosmic rays

p, A

p, A

Motivation I
‣ Large motivation to study light hadron production at the FPF arises from observations 

of  extensive air showers (EAS) 

‣ LHC: 

‣ EAS: 

Particle cascades in the atmosphere 
initiated by high-energy cosmic rays

Particle cascade in EAS initiated 
by high-energy cosmic ray

LHC

EAS
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Why study collider Neutrinos? 
1. Cross sections of different neutrino flavors at TeV energies unexplored 

Neutrino CC interactions with charm  ; Nuclear PDFsνs → ℓc

2. Neutrinos probe forward hadron production; 
provide new input for QCD (though low-x PDFs, charm) 


& astroparticle physics ( e.g. atmospheric neutrinos )
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FIG. 3. Existing measurements of ⌫N CC scattering cross sections, where N refers to an isoscalar
nucleon in the target, and the expected energy spectra of neutrinos that interact in FASER⌫. For
all three flavors, the FASER⌫ energy spectra, shown as colored histograms, are peaked at energies
that are currently unconstrained. Left, ⌫e constraints: Bounds from E53 [39] and DONuT [40].
The bounds from E53 on �⌫e/�⌫µ and �⌫̄e/�⌫̄µ are multiplied by the current values of �⌫µ and �⌫̄µ ,
respectively. Center, ⌫µ constraints: Bounds from accelerator neutrinos at energies below 360
GeV [42] and from IceCube at energies above 6.3 TeV [43, 44]. From Ref. [43]. Right, ⌫⌧ con-
straints: The constraint on the energy-independent part of the cross section C from DONuT [40]
is shown (see text). DONuT’s main systematic uncertainty from the Ds di↵erential production
cross section is not included. For OPERA [45], SuperKamiokande [46], and IceCube [47], we indi-
cate the energy ranges of ⌫⌧ cross section results, but not the measured cross sections themselves
(see text).

III. NEUTRINO RATES

A. Neutrino Flux at the FASER Location

Neutrinos in the forward direction are predominantly produced in the decays of hadrons.
These decays can either occur promptly at the IP or further down the beam pipe, depending
on the lifetime of the hadron. Reliable estimates of the neutrino flux in FASER therefore
require accurate modeling of the SM hadron spectra and also the LHC infrastructure in the
far-forward region.

Hadronic interaction models, designed to describe inelastic collisions at both particle
colliders and cosmic ray experiments, have improved greatly in recent years. We exploit this
progress and use the Monte Carlo (MC) generators Epos-Lhc [59], Qgsjet-ii-04 [60], and
Sibyll 2.3c [61–64], as implemented in the Crmc simulation package [65]. Additionally,
we obtain the spectra of heavy mesons by simulating inelastic processes in Pythia 8 [66, 67]
using the Monash-tune [68] and the minimum bias A2-tune [69].

Charm and beauty hadrons decay approximately promptly, which allows us to simulate
their decays with the MC generators. In contrast, the light hadrons are long-lived and decay
downstream from the IP, which requires us to model their propagation and absorption in the
LHC beam pipe. The forward LHC infrastructure [70] is shown in the bottom left panel of
Fig. 1. Located about 20 m downstream from the IP is the TAS front quadrupole absorber,
a 1.8 m-long copper block with an inner radius of 17 mm that essentially absorbs all hadrons
traveling at angles relative to the beam axis of ✓ > 0.85 mrad. The TAS shields the inner
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νe νμ ντ

FASERν FASER( )ν FASERν

(1) Study high-energy neutrino interactions
• Cross sections of different flavors at TeV energies: 

FASER probes unexplored energy range.
• Neutrino CC interactions with charm production (𝜈𝜈𝑠𝑠→𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐)
• Nuclear PDFs

(2) Use neutrinos as probe of forward hadron 
production
• Neutrinos produced in the forward direction at 

the LHC originate from the decay of hadrons, 
mainly pions, kaons, and charm particles.

• FASER𝜈𝜈’s measurements provide novel input to 
QCD (low-x PDFs, intrinsic charm, saturation) 
and astroparticle physics (prompt atmospheric 
neutrinos, cosmic ray muon puzzle)

• First data on forward charm, hyperon, kaon

FASER𝜈𝜈 physics potential

4

Neutrinos from 
charm decay is 
relevant for neutrino 
telescopes (such as 
IceCube) for 
understanding the 
prompt atmospheric 
neutrino production 
(currently very poorly 
constrained).

Charm𝑲𝑲

Hyperon

𝑬𝑬𝝂𝝂 > 500 GeV𝝂𝝂𝒆𝒆 in FASER𝜈𝜈

Neutrino energy (GeV)

𝝂𝝂𝒆𝒆 𝝂𝝂𝝉𝝉

Neutrinos produced in charm important to improve precision 
of atmospheric neutrino and air-shower measurements

νe
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How can FASER study collider Neutrinos? 

3

ForwArd Search ExpeRiment

Vetoν Veto1 & 2 Time/Trigger

Viele Myonen können mit dem  ν
μVetoν leicht aussortiert werden.

Preshower

Szintillatorstationen:  Trigger und Veto

3

ForwArd Search ExpeRiment

IFT Tracker 1 Tracker 2 Tracker 3

Muster von Neutrinointeraktionen
unterscheiden sich oft deutlich von
Myonenereignissen.

Szintillatorstationen:  
Trackerstationen und Magnete:  

Trigger und Veto
Track- und Impulsrekonstruktion

FASER has a dedicated emulsion detector (FASER ) with 1.1-ton of tungstenν

FIG. 6. Side view of the FASER main detector and FASER⌫ in side tunnel TI12.

FIG. 7. Schematic of the detector structure and the topology of various neutrino signal events that
can be seen in the detector.

place about every 3 months. This corresponds to 10 � 50 fb�1 of data in each data-taking
period. We performed in situ measurements in 2018 (see Secs. V and VI A), which measured
a charged particle flux of � ⇡ 3 ⇥ 104 fb/cm2 at the FASER location. When removed, the
track density of the emulsion detectors will be roughly 0.3 � 1.5 ⇥ 106 tracks/cm2. Our
experience with the in situ measurements in 2018 further demonstrated that we can analyze
the emulsion detector in this detector environment. Assuming seven replacements during
LHC Run 3 (one in 2021 and three replacements in each of 2022 and 2023), a total emulsion
surface area of 440 m2 will be used. The detector is being designed for easy transport across
the LHC beamline and into and out of the TI12 trench, given that the emulsion detector
will have to be replaced in four days or less.

On the other hand, thanks to the high density of TeV-energy muons, the emulsion films
can be aligned precisely. Experience from the DsTau experiment, which has a similar track
density of 400 GeV protons, shows that the position resolution of each hit in the emulsion

14

The FASER𝜈𝜈 detector
FASER𝝂𝝂

𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒
𝑒𝑒

𝜈𝜈𝜏𝜏
𝜏𝜏

𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇
𝜇𝜇

Emulsion film Tungsten plate (1mm thick)

See also Jeremy Atkinson’s talk
in WG2 on Aug 25, 

“Operation and results of 
the FASER𝜈𝜈 detector”

6

Emulsion/tungsten detector
• 730 1.1-mm-thick tungsten plates, 

interleaved with emulsion films
• 25×30 cm2, 1.1 m long, 1.1 tons

Charged-current (CC) Interactions

Neutron in the 
Tungsten target of 
FASERν

Prof. M.A. Thomson Michaelmas 2009 296

In the ultra-relativistic limit only left-handed 
particles and right-handed antiparticles

participate in charged current weak interactions 

e+ !e
e– !e

e–

!e

e.g. In the relativistic limit, the only possible electron – neutrino interactions are:

RH anti-particle LH particle RH particle LH anti-particle

! The helicity dependence of the weak interaction              parity violation  
e.g.

Valid weak interaction Does not occur

Helicity in Pion Decay

Prof. M.A. Thomson Michaelmas 2009 297

!The decays of charged pions provide a good demonstration of the role of
helicity in the weak interaction 

EXPERIMENTALLY:

•Might expect the decay to electrons to dominate – due to increased phase
space…. The opposite happens, the electron decay is helicity suppressed

!Consider decay in pion rest frame.  
• Pion is spin zero: so the spins of the ! and " are opposite
• Weak interaction only couples to RH chiral anti-particle states. Since

neutrinos are almost massless, must be in RH Helicity state 
• Therefore, to conserve angular mom. muon is emitted in a RH HELICITY state

• But only left-handed CHIRAL particle states participate in weak interaction

μ−

νμ

u u d

u dd

W+

The incoming 
neutrino transforms 
the down quark into 
an up quark and 
may cause a “spray” 
of hadronic activity

AT
LA

S 
Lo

S

730 layers of emulsion films interleaved with 1.1mm thick tungsten plates
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How can FASER study collider Neutrinos? 
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place about every 3 months. This corresponds to 10 � 50 fb�1 of data in each data-taking
period. We performed in situ measurements in 2018 (see Secs. V and VI A), which measured
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LHC Run 3 (one in 2021 and three replacements in each of 2022 and 2023), a total emulsion
surface area of 440 m2 will be used. The detector is being designed for easy transport across
the LHC beamline and into and out of the TI12 trench, given that the emulsion detector
will have to be replaced in four days or less.

On the other hand, thanks to the high density of TeV-energy muons, the emulsion films
can be aligned precisely. Experience from the DsTau experiment, which has a similar track
density of 400 GeV protons, shows that the position resolution of each hit in the emulsion
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Emulsion/tungsten detector
• 730 1.1-mm-thick tungsten plates, 

interleaved with emulsion films
• 25×30 cm2, 1.1 m long, 1.1 tons

Charged-current (CC) Interactions

Two measurement strategies: 

1. Use FASER  as target and electronic components of FASER to detect CC ν μ

+ : High sensitivity ; can separate  and  ; fast turn-around time 


-  : Can only study 

ν ν
νμ “Neutrino detection without neutrino detectors: Discovering collider neutrinos at FASER with electronic signals only”

by J. Arakawa, J. L. Feng, A. I, F. Kling, M. Waterbury, Phys.Rev.D 106 (2022) 5, 052011

730 layers of emulsion films interleaved with 1.1mm thick tungsten plates
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How can FASER study collider Neutrinos? 

3

ForwArd Search ExpeRiment

Vetoν Veto1 & 2 Time/Trigger

Viele Myonen können mit dem  ν
μVetoν leicht aussortiert werden.

Preshower

Szintillatorstationen:  Trigger und Veto

3

ForwArd Search ExpeRiment

IFT Tracker 1 Tracker 2 Tracker 3

Muster von Neutrinointeraktionen
unterscheiden sich oft deutlich von
Myonenereignissen.

Szintillatorstationen:  
Trackerstationen und Magnete:  

Trigger und Veto
Track- und Impulsrekonstruktion

FASER has a dedicated emulsion detector (FASER ) with 1.1-ton of tungstenν

FIG. 6. Side view of the FASER main detector and FASER⌫ in side tunnel TI12.

FIG. 7. Schematic of the detector structure and the topology of various neutrino signal events that
can be seen in the detector.
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Emulsion/tungsten detector
• 730 1.1-mm-thick tungsten plates, 

interleaved with emulsion films
• 25×30 cm2, 1.1 m long, 1.1 tons

Two measurement strategies: 

2. Scan and analyze FASER  emulsion filmsν

+ : Can study all neutrino flavors ; excellent spatial resolution 

-  : Time intensive as each film has to be scanned and processed

New Summer 
2023 result!

Conference Note:  https://cds.cern.ch/record/2868284/files/ConferenceNote.pdf

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2868284/files/ConferenceNote.pdf
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1. First Direct Observation of Collider NeutrinosCross Section Measurement

3

for 35.4 fb-1 𝜈e 𝜈𝜇 𝜈𝜏

Main source Kaon decay Pion decay Charm decay

# Traversing 
FASER

O(1010) O(1011) O(108)

# Interactions 
in FASER𝜈

~200 ~1200 ~4

● test Monte Carlo generators and perturbative QCD at large η

Neutrino - Nucleon Cross Section

ca. factor 

of 2

Neutron in the 
Tungsten target of 
FASERν

Prof. M.A. Thomson Michaelmas 2009 296

In the ultra-relativistic limit only left-handed 
particles and right-handed antiparticles

participate in charged current weak interactions 

e+ !e
e– !e

e–

!e

e.g. In the relativistic limit, the only possible electron – neutrino interactions are:

RH anti-particle LH particle RH particle LH anti-particle

! The helicity dependence of the weak interaction              parity violation  
e.g.

Valid weak interaction Does not occur

Helicity in Pion Decay

Prof. M.A. Thomson Michaelmas 2009 297

!The decays of charged pions provide a good demonstration of the role of
helicity in the weak interaction 

EXPERIMENTALLY:

•Might expect the decay to electrons to dominate – due to increased phase
space…. The opposite happens, the electron decay is helicity suppressed

!Consider decay in pion rest frame.  
• Pion is spin zero: so the spins of the ! and " are opposite
• Weak interaction only couples to RH chiral anti-particle states. Since

neutrinos are almost massless, must be in RH Helicity state 
• Therefore, to conserve angular mom. muon is emitted in a RH HELICITY state

• But only left-handed CHIRAL particle states participate in weak interaction

μ−

νμ

u u d

u dd

W+

The incoming 
neutrino transforms 
the down quark into 
an up quark and 
may cause a “spray” 
of hadronic activity
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Cross Section Measurement

3

for 35.4 fb-1 𝜈e 𝜈𝜇 𝜈𝜏

Main source Kaon decay Pion decay Charm decay

# Traversing 
FASER

O(1010) O(1011) O(108)

# Interactions 
in FASER𝜈

~200 ~1200 ~4

● test Monte Carlo generators and perturbative QCD at large η
νμ + d → μ− + uνμ + u → μ+ + d

ca. factor 

of 2

Neutrino - Nucleon Cross Section

1. First Direct Observation of Collider Neutrinos
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FIG. 2. The selected signal region in extrapolated radius
rveto ⌫ and reconstructed track momentum pµ is depicted. The
region with lower momenta and larger radii is dominated by
background events consisting of charged particles that miss
the FASER⌫ scintillator station.

n10: Events for which the first layer of the FASER⌫ scin-
tillator produces a charge of >40 pC in the PMT,
but no signal with su�cient charge is seen in the
second layer.

n01: Analogous events for which more than 40 pC in the
PMT was observed in the second layer, but not in
the first layer.

n2: Events for which both layers observe more than
40 pC of charge.

Table I lists the observed event yields and their relation to
the expected number of neutrino and background events
and the FASER⌫ veto scintillator ine�ciencies.

We analyze the observed number of events using a
binned extended maximum likelihood fit, implemented
using the iminuit package [45]. We introduce nuisance
parameters to constrain the estimated background events
to their expectations using Gaussian priors. The likeli-
hood is numerically maximized, and we use a discovery
test statistic [46] to determine the significance of the ob-
served signal over the background-only hypothesis. We
find

n⌫ = 153+12
�13 (stat.) +2

�2 (bkg.) = 153 +12
�13 (tot.)

with a significance of 16 standard deviations over the
background-only hypothesis and based on the asymp-
totic distribution of the test statistic. The excess is
compatible with the expected number of neutrino events
nexp

⌫ = 151 ± 41, but note that its error does not include
any systematic uncertainties from simulating the detec-
tor response and selection. The determined ine�ciencies
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FIG. 3. Extrapolated transverse position of the recon-
structed tracks of neutrino-like events to the FASER⌫ scintil-
lator station. The ATLAS LOS is indicated with a red marker
and shifted 59 mm in the negative y direction from the center
of the scintillator station.

of the two FASER⌫ scintillators are p1 = (6+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8

and p2 = (9+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8, showing values close to the ex-

pected performance [27].

We expect that the identified neutrino candidates are
distributed around the ATLAS LOS and do not cluster
at a specific point of origin. We test this by using the
extrapolated position to the FASER⌫ scintillator station
from the reconstructed tracks of the neutrino-like events
in the signal category. Figure 3 shows the extrapolated
positions and we observe the expected behaviour.

Figure 4 summarizes additional properties of the signal
category events. The CC neutrino interactions produce
on average a larger number of particles than MIP inter-
actions, which appear in the IFT as charge depositions.
The number of IFT clusters of the signal category is
very distinct from background-like (n2) events and agrees
well with the expectation from GENIE. We also examine
the polar angles ✓µ of the neutrino candidates and ob-
serve distributions close to the simulated neutrino events
and distinctively di↵erent from muon backgrounds. We
observe a clear charge separation in q/pµ for the re-
constructed tracks, with q denoting the assigned track
charge. In total 40 events with a positively-charged track
candidate are observed, showing the presence of anti-
neutrinos in the analyzed data set. The reconstructed
momentum of the muon produced in a CC ⌫µ interaction
is a good proxy for the incident neutrino energy. Using
the simulated CC neutrino interactions, we estimate that

Reconstruct track and extrapolate back to the veto station, only select tracks that 
fall within 120 mm of the center of the station and have  pμ > 100 GeV

Tracking spectrometer stationsIFT
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4

timing scintillator stations and in the IFT tracking sta-
tion from secondary particles produced in the CC inter-
action. To avoid unconscious bias, a blind analysis was
carried out where the event selection, background esti-
mations, and systematic uncertainties were fixed prior to
looking at data in the signal-enhanced region.

We select events triggered by any of the scintillators
downstream of FASER⌫. To discard signals from beam
backgrounds and cosmic muons, we further require a
timing stamp consistent with a colliding bunch crossing
identifier. We use the FASER⌫ scintillator to identify
backgrounds from muons or other charged particles en-
tering the FASER detector and reject events that deposit
a charge of more than 40 pC in the PMTs. Such a charge
deposition would be consistent with the presence of one
or several MIPs. We only look for CC interactions that
produce a muon that traverses the entire length of the
FASER detector. The signals in the scintillators down-
stream of the lead wall in the veto system, and in the
calorimeter, are therefore required to be compatible with
those of a MIP. With the three tracker stations we re-
construct events with exactly one track and require more
than 11 silicon hits in the tracking stations. The recon-
structed tracks are required to have a reasonable track fit
quality, and we require the reconstructed track momen-
tum to fulfill pµ > 100 GeV. To reject charged particles,
whose trajectory geometrically missed the FASER⌫ scin-
tillator station, we extrapolate the reconstructed track
from the spectrometer back to the IFT and FASER⌫
scintillator. The track’s extrapolation to the IFT must
lie within 95mm of the detector’s central axis, and its
extrapolation to the FASER⌫ scintillator must be at a
distance of rveto ⌫ < 120 mm from the FASER⌫ scintilla-
tor center.

Neutral Hadron and Geometric Backgrounds To esti-
mate the number of neutral hadrons that reach FASER,
we simulate 2.1 ⇥ 109 µ events based on the FLUKA en-
ergy spectrum, and use GEANT4 to propagate through the
last 8 m of rock in front of FASER. From this sample we
determine the number of neutral hadrons with a momen-
tum larger than 100 GeV that reach the detector. The
selection e�ciency is evaluated with an additional sam-
ple of neutral kaons and neutrons with momenta larger
than 100 GeV in front of the FASER⌫ emulsion detector.
Most simulated hadrons are absorbed in the tungsten or
do not produce a charged track with su�cient momen-
tum to pass the signal selection and only a small fraction
of the simulated hadrons pass all selection steps. From
this we estimate the total neutral hadron background to
be nhad = 0.11 ± 0.06, with the uncertainty denoting the
statistical error. Further simulation studies show that
in most cases the parent muon enters the detector along
with the neutral hadron. Such events would be rejected
by the FASER⌫ veto scintillator. The estimate assumes
that all neutral hadron events are not already vetoed by
the accompanying muon, and is therefore a conservative

estimate of this background contribution.

To estimate the geometric background contribution,
we count the number of background events ngeo using a
sideband and apply a scaling to the signal region of fgeo,
which is extracted from simulated samples. The sideband
is defined to enhance the contribution of muons that miss
the FASER⌫ scintillator station, but may be able to pro-
duce a track in the spectrometer, which passes the selec-
tion by scattering in the tungsten and/or bending in the
magnetic field. We modify the event selection outlined
above: we require at most 8 IFT clusters, an extrapo-
lated radius rIFT of 90mm to 95mm with respect to the
IFT center, and apply no selection on rveto ⌫ . None of the
selected sideband events have a momentum larger than
100 GeV. We thus extrapolate to the signal region by us-
ing a linear fit to the momentum distribution. We correct
this estimate to account for the rveto ⌫ selection by using
the ratio of events with a radius smaller than 120 mm
over all sideband events in the fitted range. As we ob-
serve no events with rveto ⌫ < 120 mm in the fitted range,
we use the 3� upper limit of the expectation value of a
Poisson process for an observation of zero events of 5.9.
With this we find ngeo = 0.01 ± 0.23 background events
in the sideband, with the uncertainty denoting the sta-
tistical error. We extract a scaling factor between this
sideband and the signal region from simulations, prob-
ing di↵erent momenta, angles, and position ranges, and
use the resulting deviation from the nominal simulation
scenario as an uncertainty. This results in a scaling fac-
tor of fgeo = 7.9 ± 2.4 and a total geometric background
estimate of 0.08 ± 1.83 events.

Results Figure 2 shows the selected events, as well as
the background-enriched regions with lower momentum
or rveto ⌫ > 120 mm. In total we observe 153 events pass-
ing all selection steps. Using GENIE we study the compo-
sition of neutrino events passing this selection and find
that 99% originate from muon neutrino CC interactions.

We group the selected events into four categories to
estimate the number of neutrino (n⌫) and background
events (nb). The categorization is determined by whether
the events pass or fail the FASER⌫ veto scintillator selec-
tion criteria. This allows us to determine in a simulation-
independent way the ine�ciencies of the two layers of the
FASER⌫ veto scintillator (p1, p2) under the assumption
that they are uncorrelated.

Besides the signal category, we select:

Category Events Expectation
Signal 153 n⌫ + nb · p1 · p2 + nhad + ngeo · fgeo
n10 4 nb · (1 � p1) · p2

n01 6 nb · p1 · (1 � p2)
n2 64’014’695 nb · (1 � p1) · (1 � p2)

TABLE I. Observed event yields in 35.4 fb�1of collision data
and their relation to neutrino and background events.

Require no hits in the veto station:
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3 Background types : 

Background Estimate

○ Expect O(300) neutral hadrons with E > 100 GeV
○ Most neutral hadrons absorbed in tungsten
○ Expect about 0.11±0.06 events

15

○ Estimated from control region (90 
< r < 95 mm, # clusters ≤ 8)

○ Expect 0.08±1.83 events

○ Estimated from events with just one 
veto scintillator firing

○ Expect (3.7±2.5) x 10-7 events1) Front-veto inefficiency 2) Background from neutral hadrons 3) Geometric muons

Estimated from hit difference

of 1st and 2nd layer of veto

Estimated using simulations;

most of the expected ca. 300 neutral 

hadrons with E > 100 GeV absorbed

in tungsten


Most parent muons will hit veto


Estimated from control region

Expect this to be negligible, 

as inefficiency is  per 
layer

∼ 10−7

Expect 0.11 +/- 0.06 Events Expect 0.08 +/- 1.83 Events

1. First Direct Observation of Collider Neutrinos
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FIG. 2. The selected signal region in extrapolated radius
rveto ⌫ and reconstructed track momentum pµ is depicted. The
region with lower momenta and larger radii is dominated by
background events consisting of charged particles that miss
the FASER⌫ scintillator station.

n10: Events for which the first layer of the FASER⌫ scin-
tillator produces a charge of >40 pC in the PMT,
but no signal with su�cient charge is seen in the
second layer.

n01: Analogous events for which more than 40 pC in the
PMT was observed in the second layer, but not in
the first layer.

n2: Events for which both layers observe more than
40 pC of charge.

Table I lists the observed event yields and their relation to
the expected number of neutrino and background events
and the FASER⌫ veto scintillator ine�ciencies.

We analyze the observed number of events using a
binned extended maximum likelihood fit, implemented
using the iminuit package [45]. We introduce nuisance
parameters to constrain the estimated background events
to their expectations using Gaussian priors. The likeli-
hood is numerically maximized, and we use a discovery
test statistic [46] to determine the significance of the ob-
served signal over the background-only hypothesis. We
find

n⌫ = 153+12
�13 (stat.) +2

�2 (bkg.) = 153 +12
�13 (tot.)

with a significance of 16 standard deviations over the
background-only hypothesis and based on the asymp-
totic distribution of the test statistic. The excess is
compatible with the expected number of neutrino events
nexp

⌫ = 151 ± 41, but note that its error does not include
any systematic uncertainties from simulating the detec-
tor response and selection. The determined ine�ciencies
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FIG. 3. Extrapolated transverse position of the recon-
structed tracks of neutrino-like events to the FASER⌫ scintil-
lator station. The ATLAS LOS is indicated with a red marker
and shifted 59 mm in the negative y direction from the center
of the scintillator station.

of the two FASER⌫ scintillators are p1 = (6+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8

and p2 = (9+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8, showing values close to the ex-

pected performance [27].

We expect that the identified neutrino candidates are
distributed around the ATLAS LOS and do not cluster
at a specific point of origin. We test this by using the
extrapolated position to the FASER⌫ scintillator station
from the reconstructed tracks of the neutrino-like events
in the signal category. Figure 3 shows the extrapolated
positions and we observe the expected behaviour.

Figure 4 summarizes additional properties of the signal
category events. The CC neutrino interactions produce
on average a larger number of particles than MIP inter-
actions, which appear in the IFT as charge depositions.
The number of IFT clusters of the signal category is
very distinct from background-like (n2) events and agrees
well with the expectation from GENIE. We also examine
the polar angles ✓µ of the neutrino candidates and ob-
serve distributions close to the simulated neutrino events
and distinctively di↵erent from muon backgrounds. We
observe a clear charge separation in q/pµ for the re-
constructed tracks, with q denoting the assigned track
charge. In total 40 events with a positively-charged track
candidate are observed, showing the presence of anti-
neutrinos in the analyzed data set. The reconstructed
momentum of the muon produced in a CC ⌫µ interaction
is a good proxy for the incident neutrino energy. Using
the simulated CC neutrino interactions, we estimate that

Observation: 
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FIG. 2. The selected signal region in extrapolated radius
rveto ⌫ and reconstructed track momentum pµ is depicted. The
region with lower momenta and larger radii is dominated by
background events consisting of charged particles that miss
the FASER⌫ scintillator station.

n10: Events for which the first layer of the FASER⌫ scin-
tillator produces a charge of >40 pC in the PMT,
but no signal with su�cient charge is seen in the
second layer.

n01: Analogous events for which more than 40 pC in the
PMT was observed in the second layer, but not in
the first layer.

n2: Events for which both layers observe more than
40 pC of charge.

Table I lists the observed event yields and their relation to
the expected number of neutrino and background events
and the FASER⌫ veto scintillator ine�ciencies.

We analyze the observed number of events using a
binned extended maximum likelihood fit, implemented
using the iminuit package [45]. We introduce nuisance
parameters to constrain the estimated background events
to their expectations using Gaussian priors. The likeli-
hood is numerically maximized, and we use a discovery
test statistic [46] to determine the significance of the ob-
served signal over the background-only hypothesis. We
find

n⌫ = 153+12
�13 (stat.) +2

�2 (bkg.) = 153 +12
�13 (tot.)

with a significance of 16 standard deviations over the
background-only hypothesis and based on the asymp-
totic distribution of the test statistic. The excess is
compatible with the expected number of neutrino events
nexp

⌫ = 151 ± 41, but note that its error does not include
any systematic uncertainties from simulating the detec-
tor response and selection. The determined ine�ciencies
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FIG. 3. Extrapolated transverse position of the recon-
structed tracks of neutrino-like events to the FASER⌫ scintil-
lator station. The ATLAS LOS is indicated with a red marker
and shifted 59 mm in the negative y direction from the center
of the scintillator station.

of the two FASER⌫ scintillators are p1 = (6+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8

and p2 = (9+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8, showing values close to the ex-

pected performance [27].

We expect that the identified neutrino candidates are
distributed around the ATLAS LOS and do not cluster
at a specific point of origin. We test this by using the
extrapolated position to the FASER⌫ scintillator station
from the reconstructed tracks of the neutrino-like events
in the signal category. Figure 3 shows the extrapolated
positions and we observe the expected behaviour.

Figure 4 summarizes additional properties of the signal
category events. The CC neutrino interactions produce
on average a larger number of particles than MIP inter-
actions, which appear in the IFT as charge depositions.
The number of IFT clusters of the signal category is
very distinct from background-like (n2) events and agrees
well with the expectation from GENIE. We also examine
the polar angles ✓µ of the neutrino candidates and ob-
serve distributions close to the simulated neutrino events
and distinctively di↵erent from muon backgrounds. We
observe a clear charge separation in q/pµ for the re-
constructed tracks, with q denoting the assigned track
charge. In total 40 events with a positively-charged track
candidate are observed, showing the presence of anti-
neutrinos in the analyzed data set. The reconstructed
momentum of the muon produced in a CC ⌫µ interaction
is a good proxy for the incident neutrino energy. Using
the simulated CC neutrino interactions, we estimate that

with more than 16 sigma significance
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FIG. 2. The selected signal region in extrapolated radius
rveto ⌫ and reconstructed track momentum pµ is depicted. The
region with lower momenta and larger radii is dominated by
background events consisting of charged particles that miss
the FASER⌫ scintillator station.

n10: Events for which the first layer of the FASER⌫ scin-
tillator produces a charge of >40 pC in the PMT,
but no signal with su�cient charge is seen in the
second layer.

n01: Analogous events for which more than 40 pC in the
PMT was observed in the second layer, but not in
the first layer.

n2: Events for which both layers observe more than
40 pC of charge.

Table I lists the observed event yields and their relation to
the expected number of neutrino and background events
and the FASER⌫ veto scintillator ine�ciencies.

We analyze the observed number of events using a
binned extended maximum likelihood fit, implemented
using the iminuit package [45]. We introduce nuisance
parameters to constrain the estimated background events
to their expectations using Gaussian priors. The likeli-
hood is numerically maximized, and we use a discovery
test statistic [46] to determine the significance of the ob-
served signal over the background-only hypothesis. We
find

n⌫ = 153+12
�13 (stat.) +2

�2 (bkg.) = 153 +12
�13 (tot.)

with a significance of 16 standard deviations over the
background-only hypothesis and based on the asymp-
totic distribution of the test statistic. The excess is
compatible with the expected number of neutrino events
nexp

⌫ = 151 ± 41, but note that its error does not include
any systematic uncertainties from simulating the detec-
tor response and selection. The determined ine�ciencies
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FIG. 3. Extrapolated transverse position of the recon-
structed tracks of neutrino-like events to the FASER⌫ scintil-
lator station. The ATLAS LOS is indicated with a red marker
and shifted 59 mm in the negative y direction from the center
of the scintillator station.

of the two FASER⌫ scintillators are p1 = (6+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8

and p2 = (9+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8, showing values close to the ex-

pected performance [27].

We expect that the identified neutrino candidates are
distributed around the ATLAS LOS and do not cluster
at a specific point of origin. We test this by using the
extrapolated position to the FASER⌫ scintillator station
from the reconstructed tracks of the neutrino-like events
in the signal category. Figure 3 shows the extrapolated
positions and we observe the expected behaviour.

Figure 4 summarizes additional properties of the signal
category events. The CC neutrino interactions produce
on average a larger number of particles than MIP inter-
actions, which appear in the IFT as charge depositions.
The number of IFT clusters of the signal category is
very distinct from background-like (n2) events and agrees
well with the expectation from GENIE. We also examine
the polar angles ✓µ of the neutrino candidates and ob-
serve distributions close to the simulated neutrino events
and distinctively di↵erent from muon backgrounds. We
observe a clear charge separation in q/pµ for the re-
constructed tracks, with q denoting the assigned track
charge. In total 40 events with a positively-charged track
candidate are observed, showing the presence of anti-
neutrinos in the analyzed data set. The reconstructed
momentum of the muon produced in a CC ⌫µ interaction
is a good proxy for the incident neutrino energy. Using
the simulated CC neutrino interactions, we estimate that
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FIG. 4. The figures depict the number of reconstructed clusters in the IFT, track polar angle ✓µ, q/pµ, and the reconstructed
momentum pµ for events in the signal region (black markers) and compare them to the expectation from GENIE (blue) and
muon-like events (grey markers). The muon-like events are from the n2 category, for which both layers of the FASER⌫
scintillator observed a signal, and show the expected distributions for non-neutrino backgrounds. The blue bands correspond
to the statistical error of the simulated samples and are luminosity scaled for q/pµ and pµ. The other figures are normalized to
unity.

with our analysis strategy we select neutrino events for
which on average > 80% of the incident neutrino momen-
tum is transferred to the final state muon. This indicates
that a large fraction of the reconstructed neutrino can-
didates have energies significantly larger than 200 GeV.
A detailed study of these properties, which accounts for
systematic e↵ects, is left for future work.

Summary We report the first direct detection of neu-
trinos produced at a collider experiment using the active
electronic components of the FASER detector. We ob-
serve 153+12

�13 neutrino events from CC interactions from
⌫µ and ⌫µ taking place in the tungsten-emulsion detector
of FASER⌫. The spatial distribution and properties of
the observed signal events are consistent with neutrino
interactions, and the chosen analysis strategy does not
depend on the quality of the modeling of detector ef-
fects in the simulation. For the signal events, the recon-
structed charge shows the presence of anti-neutrinos, and
the reconstructed momentum implies that neutrino can-
didates have energies significantly above 200 GeV. This
result marks the beginning of the field of collider neutrino
physics, opening up a wealth of new measurements with
broad implications across many physics domains [24].
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with our analysis strategy we select neutrino events for
which on average > 80% of the incident neutrino momen-
tum is transferred to the final state muon. This indicates
that a large fraction of the reconstructed neutrino can-
didates have energies significantly larger than 200 GeV.
A detailed study of these properties, which accounts for
systematic e↵ects, is left for future work.

Summary We report the first direct detection of neu-
trinos produced at a collider experiment using the active
electronic components of the FASER detector. We ob-
serve 153+12

�13 neutrino events from CC interactions from
⌫µ and ⌫µ taking place in the tungsten-emulsion detector
of FASER⌫. The spatial distribution and properties of
the observed signal events are consistent with neutrino
interactions, and the chosen analysis strategy does not
depend on the quality of the modeling of detector ef-
fects in the simulation. For the signal events, the recon-
structed charge shows the presence of anti-neutrinos, and
the reconstructed momentum implies that neutrino can-
didates have energies significantly above 200 GeV. This
result marks the beginning of the field of collider neutrino
physics, opening up a wealth of new measurements with
broad implications across many physics domains [24].
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FIG. 2. The selected signal region in extrapolated radius
rveto ⌫ and reconstructed track momentum pµ is depicted. The
region with lower momenta and larger radii is dominated by
background events consisting of charged particles that miss
the FASER⌫ scintillator station.

n10: Events for which the first layer of the FASER⌫ scin-
tillator produces a charge of >40 pC in the PMT,
but no signal with su�cient charge is seen in the
second layer.

n01: Analogous events for which more than 40 pC in the
PMT was observed in the second layer, but not in
the first layer.

n2: Events for which both layers observe more than
40 pC of charge.

Table I lists the observed event yields and their relation to
the expected number of neutrino and background events
and the FASER⌫ veto scintillator ine�ciencies.

We analyze the observed number of events using a
binned extended maximum likelihood fit, implemented
using the iminuit package [45]. We introduce nuisance
parameters to constrain the estimated background events
to their expectations using Gaussian priors. The likeli-
hood is numerically maximized, and we use a discovery
test statistic [46] to determine the significance of the ob-
served signal over the background-only hypothesis. We
find

n⌫ = 153+12
�13 (stat.) +2

�2 (bkg.) = 153 +12
�13 (tot.)

with a significance of 16 standard deviations over the
background-only hypothesis and based on the asymp-
totic distribution of the test statistic. The excess is
compatible with the expected number of neutrino events
nexp

⌫ = 151 ± 41, but note that its error does not include
any systematic uncertainties from simulating the detec-
tor response and selection. The determined ine�ciencies
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FIG. 3. Extrapolated transverse position of the recon-
structed tracks of neutrino-like events to the FASER⌫ scintil-
lator station. The ATLAS LOS is indicated with a red marker
and shifted 59 mm in the negative y direction from the center
of the scintillator station.

of the two FASER⌫ scintillators are p1 = (6+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8

and p2 = (9+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8, showing values close to the ex-

pected performance [27].

We expect that the identified neutrino candidates are
distributed around the ATLAS LOS and do not cluster
at a specific point of origin. We test this by using the
extrapolated position to the FASER⌫ scintillator station
from the reconstructed tracks of the neutrino-like events
in the signal category. Figure 3 shows the extrapolated
positions and we observe the expected behaviour.

Figure 4 summarizes additional properties of the signal
category events. The CC neutrino interactions produce
on average a larger number of particles than MIP inter-
actions, which appear in the IFT as charge depositions.
The number of IFT clusters of the signal category is
very distinct from background-like (n2) events and agrees
well with the expectation from GENIE. We also examine
the polar angles ✓µ of the neutrino candidates and ob-
serve distributions close to the simulated neutrino events
and distinctively di↵erent from muon backgrounds. We
observe a clear charge separation in q/pµ for the re-
constructed tracks, with q denoting the assigned track
charge. In total 40 events with a positively-charged track
candidate are observed, showing the presence of anti-
neutrinos in the analyzed data set. The reconstructed
momentum of the muon produced in a CC ⌫µ interaction
is a good proxy for the incident neutrino energy. Using
the simulated CC neutrino interactions, we estimate that

with more than 16 sigma significance
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APPENDIX

Appendix A: Geometric Sideband

Figure 5 depicts the sideband used to estimate the geometric backgrounds of the analysis. Background events are
required to be consistent with a muon candidate by having  8 IFT clusters and an extrapolated radius rIFT of
90 mm to 95 mm with respect to the IFT center. This selection is dominated by geometric background events that
do not pass the signal selection steps of the analysis. No events with pµ > 100 GeV are observed. To estimate the
number of events within this momentum range, we linearly extrapolate the events between 30 GeV and 100 GeV and
find 0.2 ± 4.1 events, with the error denoting the statistical error. To account for the rveto ⌫ requirement of the signal
selection, we further apply a requirement of rveto ⌫ < 120 mm to the sideband events (orange distribution). No events
with pµ > 30 GeV are observed. We thus use 5.9 as the 3� upper limit and use this to calculate the ratio with
respect to the number of events without any rveto ⌫ selection, to correct the sideband background events for the rveto ⌫

requirement. With this factor we find ngeo = 0.01 ± 0.23 geometric background events. To account for the fact that
this number corresponds to an annulus, the correction factor fgeo = 7.9± 2.4, determined from simulation, is applied.
It is obtained from simulation with the uncertainty spanning di↵erent assumptions about the angle, momenta, and
positions of the geometric background events.
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FIG. 5. Sideband for geometric background estimation.

Appendix B: Event Display

Figure 6 shows an event display of an example neutrino candidate event. The event has a momentum of pµ =
843.9 GeV, negative charge, ✓µ = 2.5 mrad, rveto ⌫ = 57.2 mm, rIFT = 55.8 mm and produced 57 clusters in the IFT.

FIG. 6. Event display of a neutrino interaction candidate in which secondary particles produced in the CC interaction produce
activity in the IFT.

Activity in IFT (interface tracker)

from the remnants of the CC interaction 


57 clusters
No signal in front veto

Muon track in tracker system
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2. First Observation of Collider Electron-Neutrinos

• Strategy of the analysis
– Analyzing 250/730 films of the 2022 2nd module

– Detecting 𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 and 𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇 CC interaction candidates with a 

high-energy selection (𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙>200 GeV) towards cross 

section measurements (and flux constraints)

– (Due to the lack of charge measurement, we measure 

the sum of 𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 + �𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 and the sum of 𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇 + 𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇.)
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2. First Observation of Collider Electron-Neutrinos

iv) Even classification:

New results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 
event selection procedure

Event selection

Event classification
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  :  long track, no secondary particlesνμ

Lepton and CC remnants typically 
have large  separation (require  )Δϕ Δϕ >

π
2New results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 
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νμ : ∼ 19 %Selection efficiencies: 

(simulated)

νe : ∼ 23 %
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2. First Observation of Collider Electron-Neutrinos

Momentum Reconstruction via multiple Coulomb 
scattering (MCS) method 

New results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 
detector performance

Momentum measurement

Electron energy measurement

0.28 𝛍𝛍m

Number of segments (sum 7 films around 
shower maximum) are used to estimate electron 
energy. ∼25% Δ𝐸𝐸

𝐸𝐸
resolution

15

Position resolutions (after ∼100 plates reconstruction)
FASER𝝂𝝂 
Preliminary

∼20% Δ𝑙𝑙
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resolution
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FASER 
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Leverages excellent spatial resolution of emulsion 
films (  after 100 plates ) ∼ 0.28 μm

Electron momentum 
measurement
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energy
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2. First Observation of Collider Electron-Neutrinos

Momentum Reconstruction via multiple Coulomb 
scattering (MCS) method 

New results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 
detector performance
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Use 7 films around 
shower maximum 

to estimate electron 
energy

∼ 25 % ΔE/E

Require electron or muon to have  p > 200 GeV
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2. First Observation of Collider Electron-Neutrinos

New results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 

background study using the data

Detected vertices before the high-energy selection are dominated by hadron interactions. 

We used them to study hadron interactions.

Data
133 vertices (140 vertices − 7 𝜈𝜈 candidates)

Expectation
216 vertices
• 𝐾𝐾𝑆𝑆 ,𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿 ,𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟,Λ,Λ𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟 interactions

16

We use MC samples of individual neutral hadrons 

equivalent to 20x the data, no MC events seen 

with 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒>200 GeV, and only 1 event with 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒>50GeV.

FASER𝝂𝝂 
Preliminary

The interaction rate agrees with the expectation 

within 50% uncertainty.

→ validating the background simulation 

at low energy

Normalized to 

the number of events

Dominant background: neutral hadrons KS, KL, n, n̄, Λ, Λ̄Main background source

8

𝜇𝜇

Concrete Detector

Neutral
hadrons

Background source

Interaction rates of neutral hadrons 
with Eh >200 GeV in 150 tungsten plates 
per incident muons

𝐾𝐾𝑆𝑆 2.1 × 10−5

𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿 2.5 × 10−4

𝑛𝑛 2.0 × 10−4

Λ 2.3 × 10−4

�Λ 3.1 × 10−5

• Muons rarely produce neutral hadrons in the upstream 
concrete and inside the detector, which can mimic 
neutrino interaction vertices. 

• Most of the produced neutral hadrons are low energy.

neutral hadrons
𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒
𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇 

FASER Preliminary
Simulation

Main background source
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Interaction rates of neutral hadrons 
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per incident muons
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𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿 2.5 × 10−4

𝑛𝑛 2.0 × 10−4

Λ 2.3 × 10−4

�Λ 3.1 × 10−5

• Muons rarely produce neutral hadrons in the upstream 
concrete and inside the detector, which can mimic 
neutrino interaction vertices. 

• Most of the produced neutral hadrons are low energy.

neutral hadrons
𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒
𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇 

FASER Preliminary
Simulation

Validation sideband:

Expectation : 216 vertices from 
KS, KL, n, n̄, Λ, Λ̄

Data : 133 vertices 

Agreement with simulation

within ca. 50%

Use Vertices that fail the  selectionν

Estimated from simulation (20 x data sample) with muon energy spectrum 
from dedicated FLUKA simulation
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2. First Observation of Collider Electron-NeutrinosNew results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 

statistical significance

Expected background Expected 
signal Observed

Hadron int. 𝜈𝜈 NC int.

νe CC 0.002±0.002 - 1.2 +4.0
-0.6 3

νμ CC 0.32±0.16 0.19±0.15 4.4 +4.2
-1.4 4

3 𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 CC candidate events are observed.

→ Probability to be explained by background is 1.6 × 10−7, corresponding to 5𝜎𝜎 exclusion 
of the background-only hypothesis.

First direct observation of electron-neutrino CC interactions at the LHC
21

FASER𝝂𝝂 Preliminary

New results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 
selected events

After applying 
the event selection

Data

𝝂𝝂𝒆𝒆 CC 3

𝝂𝝂𝝁𝝁 CC 4

Vertex positions of 
the CC interaction candidates 

Zone 3 Zone 4

𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇 CC cand
𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 CC cand

17

FASER𝝂𝝂 
Preliminary

FASER𝝂𝝂 
Preliminary

FASER𝝂𝝂 Preliminary

7 Signal 
Candidates :

Front viewNew results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 
selected events

After applying 
the event selection

Data

𝝂𝝂𝒆𝒆 CC 3

𝝂𝝂𝝁𝝁 CC 4

Vertex positions of 
the CC interaction candidates 

Zone 3 Zone 4

𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇 CC cand
𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 CC cand

17

FASER𝝂𝝂 
Preliminary

FASER𝝂𝝂 
Preliminary

FASER𝝂𝝂 Preliminary

3 Electron-Neutrino candidates observed ; 

prob. for this to be a background fluctuation 

Vertex Plate

∼ 1.6 × 10−7 → 5σ



• 11 tracks at the vertex, 615 μm inside tungsten
• 𝑒𝑒-like track from vertex
• Single track for 2 𝑋𝑋0
• Shower max at 7.8 𝑋𝑋0
• 175° between 𝑒𝑒-like track and others 
• 𝜃𝜃𝑒𝑒 = 11 mrad w.r.t. beam

100 µm

Beam view 200 μm

Tilted view

Back-to-back 
topology

𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒 = 1.5 TeV

New results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 
one of the 𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 CC candidates

18

FASER𝝂𝝂 Preliminary

32



2. LLPs Searches
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Dark Photons at FASER
Dark Photons neat candidate for “hidden sector” extension of SM:

→ FASER sensitive to parameter space of  & mA′ ∼ 10 − 100 GeV ε ∼ 10−5 − 10−4

ℒ =
1
2

m2
A′ 

A′ 2 − εe ∑
f

qf A′ 
μ f γμ f

Weakly coupled to SM with strength determined by kinetic mixing ε

L = c β γ τ ≈ (80 m) [ 10−5

ε ]
2

[ EA′ 

TeV ] [ 100 MeV
mA′ ]

2

4

FIG. 1. Top left: The acceptance for dark photons to decay inside the FASER decay volume. Top right: The
fraction of dark photons decaying inside the FASER decay volume that have energy greater than 500 GeV.
Bottom: The expected number of dark photon events in FASER for 27.0 fb�1 of data, assuming a 50% signal
e�ciency, on top of the requirement that the A0 energy is greater than 500 GeV.

Due to the distance of FASER from the production point and given the coupling values for
relevant models, for a substantial number of dark photons to decay in FASER, they must be
produced with a large boost along the LOS, meaning the electrons produced in the A0 decay will
leave significant energy in the FASER calorimeter. Fig. 1 (top right) shows the fraction of dark
photons decaying in FASER that have a generator-level energy greater than 500 GeV. Finally, Fig. 1
(bottom) shows the number of expected A0 events in 27.0 fb�1 of data for which the A0 decays in
FASER, has a generator-level energy greater than 500 GeV, and assuming a 50% e�ciency across
the two-dimensional parameter space, to account for the other selection requirements that will be
applied in the analysis. The figure includes a contour showing where we expect three signal events
to pass these requirements, indicating the expected sensitivity of a background-free analysis.

III. THE FASER DETECTOR

The FASER experiment is located in the TI12 connection tunnel with the Super Proton Sych-
notron (SPS), about 5 m from the LHC machine, and is aligned with the interaction point (IP1)
collision axis line of sight (LOS). During the detector installation, the LOS was mapped out in TI12

Dark Photon decay length:

 dominant production mechanism π0 → A′ γ

 If mA′ < 2mμ → ℬ(A′ → e+e−) ≈ 100 %
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Physics Program

• Sensitive to unprobed phase space for dark photons,

ALPs, Neutral Heavy Leptons

Example: Dark Photons

• Mainly produced in decays of light mesons or via dark

bremsstrahlung:

BR(⇡0 ! �A0
) = 2✏2

✓
1�

m2
A
0

m2
⇡

◆3

• Decay in pair of electrons, muons or pions:

decay length d = 80m

h
10�5

✏

i2 h
100MeV
m

A
0

i2 h E
A
0

TeV

i

! only A0
with high energy reach FASER

! small detector radius

• FASER can probe new phase space already with 10 fb
�1

• Future FASER 2 could probe further phase space

See also talk from Sebastian Trojanowski

⇡0

�

A0

T T

T T

A0

�⇤

u A0

g u

3 / 10

η/π0

16

FIG. 8. The energy spectrum of dark photons in FASER produced with meson production modeled by di↵er-
ent generators (EPOS-LHC, QGSJET II-04 and SIBYLL 2.3d). Also shown is production from Bremsstrahlung
with a factor of two variation in the pT cut o↵. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the di↵erent
estimates, and the parameterization of the uncertainty as a function of energy. A representative signal model
(with mA0=50 MeV and ✏=3 ⇥ 10�5) is shown, although the parameterization is tested across the full set
of models used.

VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES ON THE SIGNAL YIELD

Systematic uncertainties on the expected signal yields arise from several sources, as outlined
below.

Uncertainties on the number of signal events decaying inside the FASER decay volume are de-
rived by comparing the estimates from using di↵erent event generators to model very forward ⇡0 and
⌘ meson production in the LHC collisions. The central estimate uses the EPOS-LHC [22] generator,
whereas the uncertainty is derived by comparing it with the estimate from QGSJET II-04 [23] and
SIBYLL 2.3d [24]. These generators have been validated using LHCf’s forward photon measure-
ments [25]. In addition, the production of dark photons via dark Bremsstrahlung is also included,
which is modelled using the Fermi-Weizsacker-Williams approximation following Ref. [26] with the
additional requirement of pT,A0 < 1 GeV to ensure the validity of the calculation. The e↵ect of
changing this pT cuto↵ is also considered as an uncertainty on the signal predictions. The resulting
uncertainty is parameterized as a function of the energy of the signal (EA0) as:

�N

N
=

0.15 + (EA0/4 TeV)3

1 + (EA0/4 TeV)3
, (4)

Figure 8 shows the A0 energy distribution as estimated by the di↵erent generators for a represen-
tative signal model. The bottom panel shows a comparison between the parameterization of the
uncertainty and the di↵erence between the generators as a function of the A0 energy.

The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is provided by ATLAS, and is 2.2% [27], following
the methodology discussed in Ref. [28], using the LUCID-detector [29] for the primary luminosity
measurements, complemented by measurements using the inner detector and calorimeters.

The remaining uncertainties relate to the modelling of the detector response in the MC simula-
tion, which is used to calculate the signal e�ciency. The scintillator e�ciencies are measured to be

35

Dark Photon Modeling
Dark photon signal events modeled using FORESEE    [arXiv:2105.07077]

EPOS-LHC used to model very forward  and  production and also include sub-dominant 
dark-bremstrahlung contribution ; Drell-Yan and other production modes are negligible. 

π0 η

Systematic uncertainties from signal 
modeling are dominant contribution:

→ Mainly from poorly known forward 
hadron production

 Use envelope from EPOS-LHC and 
QGSJET/SIBYLL 

mA′ 
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Event Selection
Dark photon event selection

9

➔ Simple event selection optimised for discovery
◆ Require LHC collision event with good quality data
◆ Blind data with no veto signal and Ecalo > 100 GeV

➔ Find ~40% signal selection efficiency over parameter space FASER is sensitive to

A’

e+e
-

Ecalo > 500 GeV

3.  

1.   

2.  Exactly 2 good fiducial tracks
     p > 20 GeV, radius < 95 mm

No signal in any 
veto scintillator

Timing and pre-shower signals 
consistent with ≥ 2 MIPs

4.  

Illustration from Jack C. MacDonald

Event selection optimized for significance (cut-based) :

Require additionally LHC collision events with good quality data ; Analysis cuts 
optimized fully blinded

→ results in ca. 40% signal efficiency in FASER  param. space mA′ : ε



Simulated dark photon decay in FASER :
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Simulation Preliminary

Calorimeter Energy: 645.2 GeV
Momentum: 420.4 GeV, 21.5 GeV

FIG. 15. An event display of a simulated dark photon decaying inside the detector decay volume.

FIG. 16. A second event display of a simulated dark photon decaying inside the detector decay volume.
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FIG. 15. An event display of a simulated dark photon decaying inside the detector decay volume.
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FIG. 16. A second event display of a simulated dark photon decaying inside the detector decay volume.
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Backgrounds
Various Backgrounds to consider : 

1) Veto station inefficiency 
Measured layer-by-layer with muon tracks pointing to veto layers

→ Layer efficiency > 99.9997%

With 5 layers, reduced expected  muons to negligible level and expect                                       108

→ 0 background events due to this. 

12

FIG. 5. Example plots of the charge distribution for events with good fiducial tracks for the most downstream
VetoNu scintillator (left) and the most upstream Veto scintillator (right). The e�ciency is calculated as the
ratio of the number of events with charge above the 40 pC threshold (indicated on the figures) to the total
number of events.

present in the detector) at low-energy (E < 100 GeV) to estimate the expected background number
of two-track events with E > 500 GeV. To allow su�cient event counts in the two-track low energy
control region, the veto requirements are relaxed, requiring no signal in the VetoNu scintillators,
but with no requirements on the other veto scintillator signals.

Photon conversion events (with the accompanying parent muon) might constitute a significant
fraction of the three-track sample defined above and must be removed. This is done by requiring
that the ratio of calorimeter energy to the momentum of the two tracks (E/p) is less than 0.5. The
muon is assumed to be the highest momentum track when calculating the E/p in the three-track
sample. The E/p selection biases the calorimeter energy measurement of the events, so the energy
is estimated by convoluting the fraction of events with calorimeter energy above a threshold of
100 GeV or 500 GeV in KS ! ⇡+⇡� simulation as a function of the KS momentum, with the
observed momentum of the two-track system in three-track data events.

The method described above estimates the number of neutral hadron events that lead to two
reconstructed tracks, and more than 500 GeV of calorimeter energy, with no signal in the VetoNu
scintillators. To obtain the final background estimate, the results must be corrected to account for
the fact that the signal region selection also requires no signal in the upstream veto scintillators.
The correction is derived by studying the signal recorded in the second veto system in three-track
events. The scintillator signals allow to separate the case where only one track traverses the veto
(the parent muon) or when the other two tracks also fire the veto.

The number of data events in the low and high energy three-track regions, as well as in the
low energy two-track region, are shown in Table IV, leading to an estimate of 0.02 expected events
in the two-track high energy region. After correcting for the fraction of events that will decay
or interact before the second veto system, an estimate of 0.002 events is found. The statistical
uncertainty is 100% from the single event observed in the low-energy two-track data region, and an
additional 100% systematic uncertainty is applied to account for the uncertainties related to the
assumptions in the method. This leads to a total estimate of (2.2± 3.1)⇥ 10�4.

Geometric Muon Background Another potential background source that has been consid-
ered arises from muons that miss the veto system and then enter the FASER decay volume, leading
to a signature that can pass the signal event selection. This background is very suppressed by
the fact that the tracks extrapolated to the front veto scintillators are within the fiducial volume.
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Backgrounds
Various Backgrounds to consider : 

2) Non-collision backgrounds

No events observed with 1 or 
more tracks and Ecalo > 500 GeV → 0 background events due to this. 
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FIG. 7. The calorimeter energy for: (left) the cosmic ray control samples; (right) the beam-1 background
control sample.

Background Central Value Error (%)

Background due to veto ine�ciency - -

Background from neutral hadrons or muons missing veto 0.22 ⇥10�3 0.31 ⇥10�3 (141%)

Neutrino background 1.8 ⇥10�3 2.4 ⇥10�3 (133%)

Non-collision background - -

Total 2.02 ⇥10�3 2.4 ⇥10�3 (119%)

TABLE V. Summary of the di↵erent background estimates.

of colliding bunches with respect to the isolated beam 1 bunches analysed for each physics run. As
shown in Figure 7 (right), events with no signal in the veto scintillators are observed with energies
up to just below 400 GeV, but this is suppressed entirely once at least one good track is required.

The overall contribution from non-collision backgrounds (cosmic rays and beam background) is
therefore considered to be negligible.

E. Summary of the Expected Background

The expected background and uncertainty are shown in Table V, showing a total expected
background at the level of 2 ⇥ 10�3 events with an uncertainty of 119%.

Nearby beam debris measured 
in non-colliding bunches
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FIG. 7. The calorimeter energy for: (left) the cosmic ray control samples; (right) the beam-1 background
control sample.

Background Central Value Error (%)

Background due to veto ine�ciency - -

Background from neutral hadrons or muons missing veto 0.22 ⇥10�3 0.31 ⇥10�3 (141%)

Neutrino background 1.8 ⇥10�3 2.4 ⇥10�3 (133%)

Non-collision background - -

Total 2.02 ⇥10�3 2.4 ⇥10�3 (119%)

TABLE V. Summary of the di↵erent background estimates.

of colliding bunches with respect to the isolated beam 1 bunches analysed for each physics run. As
shown in Figure 7 (right), events with no signal in the veto scintillators are observed with energies
up to just below 400 GeV, but this is suppressed entirely once at least one good track is required.

The overall contribution from non-collision backgrounds (cosmic rays and beam background) is
therefore considered to be negligible.

E. Summary of the Expected Background

The expected background and uncertainty are shown in Table V, showing a total expected
background at the level of 2 ⇥ 10�3 events with an uncertainty of 119%.
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Backgrounds
Various Backgrounds to consider : 

3) Collider Neutrinos (main background)

We just found them, so time to treat them as a background ;-)

Mostly from interactions in the timing layer ; Estimate their contribution using GENIE 
simulation and incorporate uncertainties from flux and interaction modeling

→ 1.5 x 10-3 background events due to this. 
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FIG. 6. The calorimeter energy in simulated neutrino events (left) passing all selection requirements, except
requiring only >0 tracks; (right) passing all selection criteria. In both cases the selection on the calorimeter
energy is not applied. The figure is scaled to a luminosity of 27.0 fb�1.

aluminium foil covering the scintillators and the magnet covers [4]) leading to an estimate of 17.7
events (14.0 electron (anti)neutrino events and 3.7 muon (anti)neutrino events). Figure 6 shows
the calorimeter energy distribution for neutrino events passing both a looser selection (left) and
the signal region selection (right), where in both cases the selection requirement on the calorimeter
energy is not applied. The figure shows that a cut at 500 GeV gives a good suppression of the
neutrino background. The uncertainty on the incoming neutrino flux [21] is estimated at 100%
for electron neutrinos and 25% for muon neutrinos, and an additional 100% uncertainty is applied
to account for the e↵ect of uncertainties in the modelling of the neutrino interaction. The total
background estimate when scaled to 27.0 fb�1 is 0.0018 ± 0.0023 (syst.) ± 0.0005 (stat.) events.

D. Non-Collision Background

Background from cosmic rays or beam background has been considered by studying events
collected at times when there are no colliding bunches in IP1. Cosmic rays are studied during 330
hours of data-taking with no beam in the machine, which corresponds to a similar running time for
the full 2022 physics data-taking period. As shown in Figure 7 (left), during this time no event is
observed with a calorimeter energy deposit above 100 GeV, and no events of any energy are found
when requiring at least one good quality track. This shows that, when taking into account the
other analysis requirements, the background from cosmic-rays events is negligible.

Beam background from LHC beam-1, the incoming beam to ATLAS in the FASER location, is
the most relevant for FASER. For this beam, beam-gas interactions or tails of the beam interacting
with the beampipe aperture can lead to particles boosted in the direction of FASER, and with
limited shielding between the beam and the detector. Low-energy activity can be observed in
FASER correlated with beam-1 bunches passing the back of the detector, 127 bunch-crossings
before particles from the collisions of the same bunch would be recorded in FASER. This beam
background is studied by checking the detector activity in events with bunch crossing identifiers
corresponding to proton bunches in LHC beam-1 passing the back of FASER, but which do not
correspond to colliding bunches at IP1. The final background distribution is scaled to the number
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aluminium foil covering the scintillators and the magnet covers [4]) leading to an estimate of 17.7
events (14.0 electron (anti)neutrino events and 3.7 muon (anti)neutrino events). Figure 6 shows
the calorimeter energy distribution for neutrino events passing both a looser selection (left) and
the signal region selection (right), where in both cases the selection requirement on the calorimeter
energy is not applied. The figure shows that a cut at 500 GeV gives a good suppression of the
neutrino background. The uncertainty on the incoming neutrino flux [21] is estimated at 100%
for electron neutrinos and 25% for muon neutrinos, and an additional 100% uncertainty is applied
to account for the e↵ect of uncertainties in the modelling of the neutrino interaction. The total
background estimate when scaled to 27.0 fb�1 is 0.0018 ± 0.0023 (syst.) ± 0.0005 (stat.) events.

D. Non-Collision Background

Background from cosmic rays or beam background has been considered by studying events
collected at times when there are no colliding bunches in IP1. Cosmic rays are studied during 330
hours of data-taking with no beam in the machine, which corresponds to a similar running time for
the full 2022 physics data-taking period. As shown in Figure 7 (left), during this time no event is
observed with a calorimeter energy deposit above 100 GeV, and no events of any energy are found
when requiring at least one good quality track. This shows that, when taking into account the
other analysis requirements, the background from cosmic-rays events is negligible.

Beam background from LHC beam-1, the incoming beam to ATLAS in the FASER location, is
the most relevant for FASER. For this beam, beam-gas interactions or tails of the beam interacting
with the beampipe aperture can lead to particles boosted in the direction of FASER, and with
limited shielding between the beam and the detector. Low-energy activity can be observed in
FASER correlated with beam-1 bunches passing the back of the detector, 127 bunch-crossings
before particles from the collisions of the same bunch would be recorded in FASER. This beam
background is studied by checking the detector activity in events with bunch crossing identifiers
corresponding to proton bunches in LHC beam-1 passing the back of FASER, but which do not
correspond to colliding bunches at IP1. The final background distribution is scaled to the number
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Backgrounds
Various Backgrounds to consider : 

4) Neutral Hadrons

From upstream muons interacting with the rock in front of FASER

Heavily suppressed : muon typically continues through FASER what would trigger the 
veto station; neutral hadron must pass through 8 interaction lengths of material before it 
decays ; decay products must have high energy
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FIG. 7. The calorimeter energy for: (left) the cosmic ray control samples; (right) the beam-1 background
control sample.

Background Central Value Error (%)

Background due to veto ine�ciency - -

Background from neutral hadrons or muons missing veto 0.22 ⇥10�3 0.31 ⇥10�3 (141%)

Neutrino background 1.8 ⇥10�3 2.4 ⇥10�3 (133%)

Non-collision background - -

Total 2.02 ⇥10�3 2.4 ⇥10�3 (119%)

TABLE V. Summary of the di↵erent background estimates.

of colliding bunches with respect to the isolated beam 1 bunches analysed for each physics run. As
shown in Figure 7 (right), events with no signal in the veto scintillators are observed with energies
up to just below 400 GeV, but this is suppressed entirely once at least one good track is required.

The overall contribution from non-collision backgrounds (cosmic rays and beam background) is
therefore considered to be negligible.

E. Summary of the Expected Background

The expected background and uncertainty are shown in Table V, showing a total expected
background at the level of 2 ⇥ 10�3 events with an uncertainty of 119%.

→ 0.84 x 10-3 background events due to this. 

Use sidebands with 2 or 3 tracks and different veto conditions

Background Summary:
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Time to unblind 20

FIG. 12. The calorimeter energy distribution after various levels of selections for data and expected signal
for three representative signal models. (top left) after a reconstructed track requirement; (top right) after a
reconstructed track requirement, and with no signal in the veto scintillators; (bottom left) after a fiducial
track requirement and no veto scintillator signal; (bottom right) after a fiducial two track requirement and
no veto scintillator signal.

IX. RESULTS

Zero events are observed in the signal region, which is compatible with the expected background
of (2.0 ± 2.4) ⇥10�3. Figure 12 shows the calorimeter energy distribution for data and three
representative MC simulated signal models at di↵erent stages of selection on the veto scintillator
and track information. Table VII shows the number of data events passing di↵erent levels of the
event selection.

Given that no significant excess of events over the background is observed, the results are used to
set exclusion limits at 90% confidence level. The limits are set using the profile likelihood approach
implemented via the HistFitter framework [30]. Figure 13 shows the exclusion limit in the signal
parameter space. The analysis excludes signal models in the range ✏ ⇠ 1 ⇥ 10�5

� 2 ⇥ 10�4 and
masses ⇠ 10 MeV � 80 MeV, and provides exclusion for previously viable models in the range
✏ ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�5

� 1 ⇥ 10�4 and masses ⇠ 17 MeV � 70 MeV. Also shown in grey are the regions
already excluded by experimental data from NA48/2 [31], BaBar [32], NA64 [33], E141 [34, 35],
Orsay [35, 36], NuCal [26, 37] and CHARM [38, 39] which were adapted from DarkCast [40].

A key reason for investigating dark photons is their potential as intermediaries between the SM
and a dark sector. In particular, they allow for obtaining the correct value of the dark matter relic
density, ⌦total

� h2
' 0.12 [41], via the popular thermal production mechanism [42–44]. In Figure 13,

an example thermal relic contour is included, obtained for the scenario where the dark photons
couple to a light complex scalar dark matter field �, that was obtained in Ref. [15]. In particular,
this line assumes that the mass ratio between the dark matter candidate and the dark photon is
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FIG. 12. The calorimeter energy distribution after various levels of selections for data and expected signal
for three representative signal models. (top left) after a reconstructed track requirement; (top right) after a
reconstructed track requirement, and with no signal in the veto scintillators; (bottom left) after a fiducial
track requirement and no veto scintillator signal; (bottom right) after a fiducial two track requirement and
no veto scintillator signal.

IX. RESULTS

Zero events are observed in the signal region, which is compatible with the expected background
of (2.0 ± 2.4) ⇥10�3. Figure 12 shows the calorimeter energy distribution for data and three
representative MC simulated signal models at di↵erent stages of selection on the veto scintillator
and track information. Table VII shows the number of data events passing di↵erent levels of the
event selection.

Given that no significant excess of events over the background is observed, the results are used to
set exclusion limits at 90% confidence level. The limits are set using the profile likelihood approach
implemented via the HistFitter framework [30]. Figure 13 shows the exclusion limit in the signal
parameter space. The analysis excludes signal models in the range ✏ ⇠ 1 ⇥ 10�5

� 2 ⇥ 10�4 and
masses ⇠ 10 MeV � 80 MeV, and provides exclusion for previously viable models in the range
✏ ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�5

� 1 ⇥ 10�4 and masses ⇠ 17 MeV � 70 MeV. Also shown in grey are the regions
already excluded by experimental data from NA48/2 [31], BaBar [32], NA64 [33], E141 [34, 35],
Orsay [35, 36], NuCal [26, 37] and CHARM [38, 39] which were adapted from DarkCast [40].

A key reason for investigating dark photons is their potential as intermediaries between the SM
and a dark sector. In particular, they allow for obtaining the correct value of the dark matter relic
density, ⌦total

� h2
' 0.12 [41], via the popular thermal production mechanism [42–44]. In Figure 13,

an example thermal relic contour is included, obtained for the scenario where the dark photons
couple to a light complex scalar dark matter field �, that was obtained in Ref. [15]. In particular,
this line assumes that the mass ratio between the dark matter candidate and the dark photon is
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FIG. 12. The calorimeter energy distribution after various levels of selections for data and expected signal
for three representative signal models. (top left) after a reconstructed track requirement; (top right) after a
reconstructed track requirement, and with no signal in the veto scintillators; (bottom left) after a fiducial
track requirement and no veto scintillator signal; (bottom right) after a fiducial two track requirement and
no veto scintillator signal.

IX. RESULTS

Zero events are observed in the signal region, which is compatible with the expected background
of (2.0 ± 2.4) ⇥10�3. Figure 12 shows the calorimeter energy distribution for data and three
representative MC simulated signal models at di↵erent stages of selection on the veto scintillator
and track information. Table VII shows the number of data events passing di↵erent levels of the
event selection.

Given that no significant excess of events over the background is observed, the results are used to
set exclusion limits at 90% confidence level. The limits are set using the profile likelihood approach
implemented via the HistFitter framework [30]. Figure 13 shows the exclusion limit in the signal
parameter space. The analysis excludes signal models in the range ✏ ⇠ 1 ⇥ 10�5

� 2 ⇥ 10�4 and
masses ⇠ 10 MeV � 80 MeV, and provides exclusion for previously viable models in the range
✏ ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�5

� 1 ⇥ 10�4 and masses ⇠ 17 MeV � 70 MeV. Also shown in grey are the regions
already excluded by experimental data from NA48/2 [31], BaBar [32], NA64 [33], E141 [34, 35],
Orsay [35, 36], NuCal [26, 37] and CHARM [38, 39] which were adapted from DarkCast [40].

A key reason for investigating dark photons is their potential as intermediaries between the SM
and a dark sector. In particular, they allow for obtaining the correct value of the dark matter relic
density, ⌦total

� h2
' 0.12 [41], via the popular thermal production mechanism [42–44]. In Figure 13,

an example thermal relic contour is included, obtained for the scenario where the dark photons
couple to a light complex scalar dark matter field �, that was obtained in Ref. [15]. In particular,
this line assumes that the mass ratio between the dark matter candidate and the dark photon is

Dark photon event selection

9

➔ Simple event selection optimised for discovery
◆ Require LHC collision event with good quality data
◆ Blind data with no veto signal and Ecalo > 100 GeV

➔ Find ~40% signal selection efficiency over parameter space FASER is sensitive to

A’

e+e
-

Ecalo > 500 GeV

3.  

1.   

2.  Exactly 2 good fiducial tracks
     p > 20 GeV, radius < 95 mm

No signal in any 
veto scintillator

Timing and pre-shower signals 
consistent with ≥ 2 MIPs

4.  

22

Data

Cut Events E�ciency

Good collision event 151750788 —

No Veto Signal 1235830 0.814%

Timing/Preshower Signal 313988 0.207%

� 1 good track 21329 0.014%

= 2 good tracks 0 0.000%

Track radius < 95 mm 0 0.000%

Calo energy > 500 GeV 0 0.000%

TABLE VII. The number of data events remaining as the di↵erent event selection criteria are applied. The
table is based on an initial dataset in which at least one reconstructed track is required (without quality
criteria applied to the track).

motivated by dark matter.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 7. 90% confidence level exclusion contours in (a) the dark photon and (b) the B � L gauge boson
parameter space are shown. Regions excluded by previous experiments are shown in grey. The red line
shows the region of parameter space that yields the correct dark matter relic density, with the assumptions
discussed in the text.

neutrinos may be produced through the freeze-in mechanism, and the resulting relic density may
be significant in the regions of parameter space probed by FASER [55–57].

X. CONCLUSIONS

The first search for dark photons by the FASER experiment has been presented, providing a
proof of principle that very low background searches for long-lived particles in the very forward
region are possible at the LHC. The search applies an event selection requiring no signal in the
veto scintillator systems, two good quality reconstructed charged particle tracks and more than
500 GeV of energy deposited in the calorimeter. No events are observed passing the selection, with
an expected background of (2.3 ± 2.3) ⇥10�3 events. At the 90% confidence level, FASER excludes
the region of ✏ ⇠ 4⇥ 10�6

� 2⇥ 10�4 and mA0 ⇠ 10 MeV� 80 MeV in the dark photon parameter
space, as well as the region of gB�L ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�6

� 4 ⇥ 10�5 and mA0
B�L

⇠ 10 MeV � 50 MeV in
the B�L gauge boson parameter space. In both the dark photon and B�L gauge boson models,
these results are one of the first probes of these regions of parameter space since the 1990’s, and
they exclude previously-viable models motivated by dark matter.
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Limit Setting
No events observed in signal region → set 90% CL limit

Exclude new region relevant for dark matter thermal relic target
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Summary of current Status
FASER directly observed collider neutrinos (  ) for the first time (  )νμ 16 σ

“First Direct Observation of Collider Neutrinos with FASER at the LHC”  Phys. Rev. Lett. 131, 031801

FASER  observed collider  for the first time (  )ν νe 5 σ

https://physics.aps.org/articles/v16/113

Observations are just the beginning; more studies underway

New Summer 2023 
result!

The future is forward ;-)


Proposed facility at CERN to host suite of 
experiments 


FPF white-paper 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05090

• FPF for the HL-LHC is a proposed facility that could 
house a suite of experiments to enhance the LHC’s 
physics potential for BSM physics searches, neutrino 
physics and QCD.

• FASER𝜈𝜈2 is designed to carry out precision tau-
neutrino measurements and heavy flavor physics 
studies

– Expected to be ∼20 tons

– Should detect ∼ 106 𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇 + 𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇, ∼ 105 𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 + �𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒, and 
∼ 104 𝜈𝜈𝜏𝜏 + �𝜈𝜈𝜏𝜏 CC interactions

The Forward Physics Facility (FPF) and FASER𝜈𝜈2

FPF papers
• “The Forward Physics Facility: Sites, Experiments, and Physics 

Potential” (short paper), Phys. Rept. 968 (2022) 1-50, 
arxiv:2109.10905

• “The Forward Physics Facility at the High-Luminosity LHC” 
(long "White" paper), J. Phys. G 50 (2023) 3, 030501, 
arxiv:2203.05090

22

See also Jianming Bian’s talk in WG3 on Aug 25, 
on the Forward Liquid Argon Experiment at the FPF

Conference Note: https://cds.cern.ch/record/2868284/files/ConferenceNote.pdf

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.131.031801
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2868284/files/ConferenceNote.pdf
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FIG. 14. The 90% confidence level exclusion contour in the dark photon model parameter space. This figure
is showing the limits from other experiments in more detail, due to the expanded range this shows some
additional constraints that are not included in the figure in the main body of this article. References for the
shown limits are [26, 31–39, 45–47].

APPENDIX

This appendix presents a few additional figures providing further information, not included in
the main body of this note. Figure 14, shows the FASER exclusion limit in the dark photon
parameter space, but highlighting separately the di↵erent experimental constraints. For this figure
the range is somewhat expanded to cover a larger region of parameter space, to show the bigger
picture. The limit curves shown are from NA48/2 [31], BaBar [32], NA64 [33], E141 [34, 35],
Orsay [35, 36], NuCal [26, 37], CHARM [38, 39], KLOE [45], LHCb [46], and E137 [35, 47].

Figures 15 and 16 show event displays of a simulated dark photon event, decaying to an electron-
positron pair in the detector decay volume. The first figure shows the full detector, and the wave-
form distributions for the scintillator and calorimeter PMTs. The second, shows a di↵erent angle
emphasizing the tracking spectrometer, and only showing the PMT waveform for the calorimeter
channel which the signal particles traversed.

First FASER limits on dark photon production 
“First Results from the Search for Dark Photons with the FASER Detector at the LHC”, https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.05587

We probes new regions

We have 40 fb-1 more 
on disk


Other searches for e.g. 
ALPs and multiphoton 
signatures in preparation

Stay tuned !

https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.05587
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Looking Forward to the FPF
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Executive Summary

The Facility The Forward Physics Facility (FPF) is a proposal to build a new underground
cavern at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to host a suite of far-forward experiments during the
High-Luminosity LHC era. The existing large LHC detectors have holes along the beam line, and
so miss the physics opportunities provided by the enormous flux of particles produced in the far-
forward direction. The FPF will realize this physics potential. A preferred site for the FPF is
along the beam collision axis, 617-682 m west of the ATLAS interaction point (IP); see Fig. 1.
This location is shielded from the ATLAS IP by over 200 m of concrete and rock, providing an
ideal location to search for rare processes and very weakly-interacting particles. FPF experiments
will detect ⇠ 106 neutrino interactions at the highest human-made energies ever recorded, expand
our understanding of proton and nuclear structure and the strong interactions to new regimes, and
carry out world-leading searches for a wide range of new phenomena, enhancing the LHC’s physics
program through to its conclusion in 2040.

Experiments The FPF is uniquely suited to exploit physics opportunities in the far-forward
region, because it will house a diverse set of experiments, each optimized for particular physics
goals. The envisioned experiments and their physics targets are shown in Fig. 2. FASER2, a
magnetic spectrometer and tracker, will search for light and weakly-interacting states, including
long-lived particles, new force carriers, axion-like particles, light neutralinos, and dark sector parti-
cles. FASER⌫2 and Advanced SND, proposed emulsion and electronic detectors, respectively, will
detect ⇠ 106 neutrinos and anti-neutrinos at TeV energies, including ⇠ 103 tau neutrinos, the least
well-understood of all known particles. FLArE, a proposed 10-tonne-scale noble liquid detector,
will detect neutrinos and also search for light dark matter. And FORMOSA, a detector composed
of scintillating bars, will provide world-leading sensitivity to millicharged particles and other very
weakly-interacting particles across a large range of masses.

ATLAS

UJ12

UJ18
LOS

LHC

FASER2 FASERν2

AdvSND

FORMOSA

FLARE

cryostat

LOS

Figure 1: The preferred location for the Forward Physics Facility, a proposed new cavern for the
High-Luminosity era. The FPF will be 65 m-long and 8.5 m-wide and will house a diverse set of
experiments to explore the many physics opportunities in the far-forward region.

Preferred Location: ca. 620 m west of the ATLAS IP

Cavern dimensions: 65 m long x 8.5 m wide
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7.1 Overview

As emphasized throughout this document, measurements at the FPF o↵er opportunities to study
QCD dynamics, neutrino interactions and BSM physics using fluxes of neutrinos of all three flavors.
As Fig. 7.1 illustrates, new energy regimes unexplored by the fixed target experiments thus far will
be probed by high energy, intense fluxes of ⌫e + ⌫̄e, ⌫µ + ⌫̄µ and ⌫⌧ + ⌫̄⌧ . New cross section
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Figure 7.1: The neutrino flux as a function of energy for ⌫e + ⌫̄e (left), ⌫µ + ⌫̄µ (middle) and
⌫⌧ + ⌫̄⌧ (right) for a 10 ton detector with ⌘ & 6.9. Also shown are the expected precision of FPF
measurements for neutrino plus antineutrino interactions with nucleons (left) and separate ⌫µ and
⌫̄µ (middle) and ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ (right) cross sections with nucleons showing statistical errors only. Data
are shown from E53 [1260], DONUT [1261], a compilation of accelerator experiments [117] and
IceCube [1262].
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Figure 7.4: Predictions for the flux for electron (left), muon (center) and tau (right) neutrinos, in
units of particles per area per bin at the HL-LHC with 3000 fb�1, as function of the pseudorapidity
of the neutrino ⌘, or equivalently its radial displacement from the line of sight at z = 620 m. The
red and blue lines correspond to the neutrino flux components from light and charmed hadron
decays, respectively. The line-styles denote the di↵erent event generators. All neutrinos with
energies E > 10 GeV are included. Illustrated at the bottom of each panel is the angular coverage
of di↵erent LHC neutrino experiments.

Detector Number of CC Interactions
Name Mass Coverage Luminosity ⌫e+⌫̄e ⌫µ+⌫̄µ ⌫⌧+⌫̄⌧

FASER⌫ 1 ton ⌘ & 8.5 150 fb�1 901 / 3.4k 4.7k / 7.1k 15 / 97
SND@LHC 800kg 7 < ⌘ < 8.5 150 fb�1 137 / 395 790 / 1.0k 7.6 / 18.6

FASER⌫2 20 tons ⌘ & 8.5 3 ab�1 178k / 668k 943k / 1.4M 2.3k / 20k
FLArE 10 tons ⌘ & 7.5 3 ab�1 36k / 113k 203k / 268k 1.5k / 4k

AdvSND 2 tons 7.2 . ⌘ . 9.2 3 ab�1 6.5k / 20k 41k / 53k 190 / 754

Table 7.1: Detectors and neutrino event rates: The left side of the table summarizes the detector
specifications in terms of the target mass, pseudorapidity coverage and assumed integrated lumi-
nosity for both the LHC neutrino experiments operating during Run 3 of the LHC as well as the
proposed FPF neutrino experiments. On the right, we show the number of charged current neu-
trino interactions occurring the detector volume for all three neutrino flavors as obtained using two
di↵erent event generators, Sibyll 2.3d and DPMJet 3.2017.

part of the table summarizes the assumed detector specifications including the target mass, rapid-
ity coverage and nominal integrated luminosity. Shown on the right are the expected number of
charged current neutrino interactions occurring inside the detector volume. We show predictions
for both SIBYLL 2.3d and DPMJet 3.2017 which provide the maximal and minimum predictions
within the set of event generators considered.

The neutrino experiments at the LHC will be able to observe about a thousand electron neutrino
interactions, a few thousand muon neutrino interactions and tens of tau neutrino interactions.
This number will increase significantly for the FPF experiments due to both the higher integrated

Estimated uncertainties on neutrino flux from FFP :
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8 June 2023 Feng 8

SINCE FPF5: PHYSICS STUDIES

• New quantitative results from SM studies, guaranteed interesting physics

• New BSM studies, including models where the FPF is uniquely sensitiveSignificant impact on constraining PDFs

Something to look forward to ;-)

FPF white-paper 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05090

• FPF for the HL-LHC is a proposed facility that could 
house a suite of experiments to enhance the LHC’s 
physics potential for BSM physics searches, neutrino 
physics and QCD.

• FASER𝜈𝜈2 is designed to carry out precision tau-
neutrino measurements and heavy flavor physics 
studies

– Expected to be ∼20 tons

– Should detect ∼ 106 𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇 + 𝜈𝜈𝜇𝜇, ∼ 105 𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 + �𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒, and 
∼ 104 𝜈𝜈𝜏𝜏 + �𝜈𝜈𝜏𝜏 CC interactions

The Forward Physics Facility (FPF) and FASER𝜈𝜈2

FPF papers
• “The Forward Physics Facility: Sites, Experiments, and Physics 

Potential” (short paper), Phys. Rept. 968 (2022) 1-50, 
arxiv:2109.10905

• “The Forward Physics Facility at the High-Luminosity LHC” 
(long "White" paper), J. Phys. G 50 (2023) 3, 030501, 
arxiv:2203.05090
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See also Jianming Bian’s talk in WG3 on Aug 25, 
on the Forward Liquid Argon Experiment at the FPF
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Figure 6.2: The schematic kinematic coverage in the (x, Q) plane for D-meson production in
proton-proton collisions at the LHC (

p
s = 14 TeV) followed by their decay into neutrinos falling

within the FPF acceptance. The approximate kinematic coverage for other experiments providing
inputs for proton global PDF analyses, as well as that corresponding to future facilities such as the
Electron-Ion Collider and the FoCal upgrade of the ALICE experiment are indicated.

Therefore, the mapping of low–x QCD dynamics that FPF measurements would allow can provide
a natural bridge between the physics program at the HL-LHC and that of an eventual higher-energy
pp collider that follows it.

Fig. 6.2 also demonstrates that the FPF will be sensitive to very high–x kinematics. This region
is of particular interest due to the particular sensitivity of the FPF to any intrinsic charm component
of the proton [849]. In particular, while charm production in pp collisions is dominated by gluon–
gluon scattering, in the presence of a non–perturbative charm PDF in the proton (known as intrinsic
charm), the charm-gluon initial state enters, and may even be dominant for forward D-meson
production. Several studies have investigated the possible existence of this intrinsic charm, including
tantalizing very recent measurements of Z+charm production by the LHCb experiment [850]. FPF
measurements would provide a complementary handle on the intrinsic charm content of the proton,
which in turn could enhance the expected flux of prompt neutrinos arising from the decays of
charm mesons produced in cosmic ray collisions in the atmosphere. These represent a dominant
background for astrophysical neutrinos at neutrino telescopes such as IceCube and KM3NET.

As indicated in the right section of Fig. 6.1, the FPF acts e↵ectively as a high-energy neutrino-
induced deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) experiment, with event properties being reconstructed from
the kinematics of the outgoing charged lepton. While in the last five decades several experiments
have measured DIS structure functions on nuclear targets [853], the FPF beam contains neutrinos of
higher energy E⌫ compared to these previous measurements, hence leading to a significant extension
of the kinematic coverage available for proton and nuclear structure studies.

This improvement is demonstrated in Fig. 6.3, which compares the kinematic coverage in the
(x, Q2) plane (assuming leading order kinematics) of available hard-scattering data on nuclear

FPF
Results: proton PDFs
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Figure 4.15: Dark Higgs boson sensitivity in the coupling vs mass plane. The sensitivity reaches
of FASER2 is shown as solid red lines alongside existing constraints (dark gray-shaded regions)
and projected sensitivities of other selected proposed searches and experiments (blue dashed lines).
The gray shaded region indicated regions of parameter constrained by dark matter direct detection
searches in the case that the dark Higgs couples to dark matter with a coupling that reproduces
the observed relic abundance. The black lines shows target lines from scenarios in which the dark
Higgs is an inflaton, a relaxion or could have observable e↵ects on neutron star mergers. The
bottom panel shows the LLP branching fractions, as obtained in Ref. [281]. See text for details and
references.

mechanism. A more detailed explanation is provided in Sec. 4.3.5. A second theory, labeled
Inflation 2, considers a low-scale inflaton-curvaton model. The curve corresponds to the mass
and mixing angle for an inflaton or curvaton that decays when the universe reaches a density
around the electroweak scale of ⇢ ⇠ (100 GeV)4 [280].

Neutron Star Mergers If the dark Higgs is su�ciently light, it can be abundantly produced
inside neutron stars. If additionally the mixing is small, the scalar has a large mean free path
and can contribute sizably to the thermal conductivity of the neutron star. Such modifications of
the thermal conductivity of neutron stars could lead to observable signals in neutron star merger
events recorded by gravitational wave telescopes. The dash-dotted target line in Fig. 4.15 denotes
the phase space region where the presence of the scalar contributes about 10% to the thermal
conductivity of the neutron star. A more detailed discussion of the dark Higgs is presented in
Sec. 4.3.4.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows: In Sec. 4.3.1 we will summarize the
existing constraints on the dark Higgs parameter space. We will then in more detail discuss several
theoretical motivations: the dark Higgs as relaxion discussed in Sec. 4.3.2 and Sec. 4.3.3, the dark
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• FASER is a new experiment that just started running at the LHC

• Targeting discovery (exclusion) of light weakly coupled new
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• Aiming for first physics results in spring 2023
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Fig. 15 Simulated densities of prompt particles (solid
lines) in high-energy p -p, p -Pb, and p -O collisions. Dashed
lines show the estimated number of muons produced by
the secondaries if they were propagated through the atmo-
sphere, assuming Nµ / E0.93

lab , where Elab is the energy of
the secondaries in the boosted system.

for the upcoming Run 3 and Run 4. A pilot run with
oxygen beams has been proposed for the end of the
upcoming Run 3 in 2023. These collision systems are
visualised in Fig. 14.

The LHC as a p -p and p -A collider with the high-
est available cms-energies

p
sNN in the nucleon-nucleon

system from 0.9 to 14TeV is an essential source of data
for the modelling and understanding of extensive air
showers. For a proton cosmic ray with energy E0 hit-
ting an air nucleus at rest, the conversion between E
and

p
sNN is in the ultra-relativistic limit

p
sNN =

p
2E0m $ E0 =

sNN

2m
, (11)

where m is the nucleon mass. LHC data is used to
provide anchor points for the tuning of parameters of
hadronic interaction models used for air shower simu-

lations. The models are essential to extrapolate into
the uncharted phase-space of typical hadronic interac-
tions in air showers since LHC data does not directly
mimic these interactions. The following extrapolations
are involved.

• Towards higher centre-of-mass energies. The LHC
energies from 0.9 to 14TeV cover projectile lab ener-
gies in air showers from 0.4 to 104PeV. The cosmic-
ray energy spectrum extends at least three orders of
magnitude further. The highest-energy cosmic-ray
event ever recorded by the Fly’s Eye experiment had
an energy of (320± 90)EeV, see Bird et al. (1995b),
corresponding to

p
sNN = (780 ± 110)TeV. The

Pierre Auger Observatory also has recorded events
that exceed 100EeV (Aab et al. 2020).

• Towards hadron-nuclear collision systems. The abil-
ity to describe hadron-nuclear collisions is very im-
portant for generators used in air shower simulations.
The most common interaction in an air shower is ⇡-N
and the most important first interaction is p -N, since
nuclear projectiles in air showers behave in good ap-
proximation like a superposition of elementary nu-
cleon interactions as far as the projectile is concerned
(the situation is kinematically di↵erent for the target,
which cannot be approximated by a superposition of
nucleons). These systems are far away from both p -p
and p -Pb, as indicated in Fig. 14. Generators mostly
extrapolate from h -p to h -N without using the p -Pb
data. Sibyll2.3d is strict about this limitation and
rejects projectiles heavier than iron and targets heav-
ier than argon.

• Towards forward rapidities. The mid-rapidity region
|⌘| < 2, which is most precisely measured at LHC,
is only indirectly relevant for air showers. This is
illustrated in Fig. 15, which shows that the muons
in an air shower are dominantly produced by long-
lived hadrons emitted in the forward region at ⌘ > 2.
Except for LHCb, the LHC experiments were not
designed to perform precision tracking and PID at
forward rapidities ⌘ > 2, also since there are consid-
erable technical challenges for forward measurements
at high luminosity conditions at the LHC. The radi-
ation damage can become severe.

Because of the limited ability of most current
hadronic interaction models to describe heavy-ion col-
lisions, the LHC configurations with p -Pb, Pb-Pb, and
Xe-Xe currently cannot be fully used for parameter
tuning and model validation. This is a severe draw-
back in regard to the rich results obtained with the
heavy ion program of the LHC and the recent discov-
ery of QGP-like e↵ects in light systems including p -Pb
from p -p. LHC collisions with lighter nuclei are needed
to resolve this limitation.

FASER(2)

Extensive Air Showers (EAS):


• Particle prod. in the far-forward region

• Low momentum transfer

• Non-pert. regime

• Complex particle composition

• Energies range over many orders of 

magnitudes


Modeling of particle interactions based on 
phenomenological models for EAS simulations


FASER & FPF provide unique laboratory to test and tune hadronic interaction models
Motivation I
‣ Large discrepancies between data and MC observed in extensive air showers (EAS) 

‣ Muon measurements and models indicate composition heavier than iron at high energies!
[D. Soldin et al., PoS ICRC2021 (2021) 349]

Status: Large discrepancies

observed between data & MC


“Muon puzzle”

Strangeness enhancement?
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FIG. 2. The selected signal region in extrapolated radius
rveto ⌫ and reconstructed track momentum pµ is depicted. The
region with lower momenta and larger radii is dominated by
background events consisting of charged particles that miss
the FASER⌫ scintillator station.

n10: Events for which the first layer of the FASER⌫ scin-
tillator produces a charge of >40 pC in the PMT,
but no signal with su�cient charge is seen in the
second layer.

n01: Analogous events for which more than 40 pC in the
PMT was observed in the second layer, but not in
the first layer.

n2: Events for which both layers observe more than
40 pC of charge.

Table I lists the observed event yields and their relation to
the expected number of neutrino and background events
and the FASER⌫ veto scintillator ine�ciencies.

We analyze the observed number of events using a
binned extended maximum likelihood fit, implemented
using the iminuit package [45]. We introduce nuisance
parameters to constrain the estimated background events
to their expectations using Gaussian priors. The likeli-
hood is numerically maximized, and we use a discovery
test statistic [46] to determine the significance of the ob-
served signal over the background-only hypothesis. We
find

n⌫ = 153+12
�13 (stat.) +2

�2 (bkg.) = 153 +12
�13 (tot.)

with a significance of 16 standard deviations over the
background-only hypothesis and based on the asymp-
totic distribution of the test statistic. The excess is
compatible with the expected number of neutrino events
nexp

⌫ = 151 ± 41, but note that its error does not include
any systematic uncertainties from simulating the detec-
tor response and selection. The determined ine�ciencies
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FIG. 3. Extrapolated transverse position of the recon-
structed tracks of neutrino-like events to the FASER⌫ scintil-
lator station. The ATLAS LOS is indicated with a red marker
and shifted 59 mm in the negative y direction from the center
of the scintillator station.

of the two FASER⌫ scintillators are p1 = (6+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8

and p2 = (9+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8, showing values close to the ex-

pected performance [27].

We expect that the identified neutrino candidates are
distributed around the ATLAS LOS and do not cluster
at a specific point of origin. We test this by using the
extrapolated position to the FASER⌫ scintillator station
from the reconstructed tracks of the neutrino-like events
in the signal category. Figure 3 shows the extrapolated
positions and we observe the expected behaviour.

Figure 4 summarizes additional properties of the signal
category events. The CC neutrino interactions produce
on average a larger number of particles than MIP inter-
actions, which appear in the IFT as charge depositions.
The number of IFT clusters of the signal category is
very distinct from background-like (n2) events and agrees
well with the expectation from GENIE. We also examine
the polar angles ✓µ of the neutrino candidates and ob-
serve distributions close to the simulated neutrino events
and distinctively di↵erent from muon backgrounds. We
observe a clear charge separation in q/pµ for the re-
constructed tracks, with q denoting the assigned track
charge. In total 40 events with a positively-charged track
candidate are observed, showing the presence of anti-
neutrinos in the analyzed data set. The reconstructed
momentum of the muon produced in a CC ⌫µ interaction
is a good proxy for the incident neutrino energy. Using
the simulated CC neutrino interactions, we estimate that

Observation: 
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rveto ⌫ and reconstructed track momentum pµ is depicted. The
region with lower momenta and larger radii is dominated by
background events consisting of charged particles that miss
the FASER⌫ scintillator station.

n10: Events for which the first layer of the FASER⌫ scin-
tillator produces a charge of >40 pC in the PMT,
but no signal with su�cient charge is seen in the
second layer.

n01: Analogous events for which more than 40 pC in the
PMT was observed in the second layer, but not in
the first layer.

n2: Events for which both layers observe more than
40 pC of charge.

Table I lists the observed event yields and their relation to
the expected number of neutrino and background events
and the FASER⌫ veto scintillator ine�ciencies.

We analyze the observed number of events using a
binned extended maximum likelihood fit, implemented
using the iminuit package [45]. We introduce nuisance
parameters to constrain the estimated background events
to their expectations using Gaussian priors. The likeli-
hood is numerically maximized, and we use a discovery
test statistic [46] to determine the significance of the ob-
served signal over the background-only hypothesis. We
find

n⌫ = 153+12
�13 (stat.) +2

�2 (bkg.) = 153 +12
�13 (tot.)

with a significance of 16 standard deviations over the
background-only hypothesis and based on the asymp-
totic distribution of the test statistic. The excess is
compatible with the expected number of neutrino events
nexp

⌫ = 151 ± 41, but note that its error does not include
any systematic uncertainties from simulating the detec-
tor response and selection. The determined ine�ciencies
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�3) ⇥ 10�8

and p2 = (9+4
�3) ⇥ 10�8, showing values close to the ex-

pected performance [27].

We expect that the identified neutrino candidates are
distributed around the ATLAS LOS and do not cluster
at a specific point of origin. We test this by using the
extrapolated position to the FASER⌫ scintillator station
from the reconstructed tracks of the neutrino-like events
in the signal category. Figure 3 shows the extrapolated
positions and we observe the expected behaviour.

Figure 4 summarizes additional properties of the signal
category events. The CC neutrino interactions produce
on average a larger number of particles than MIP inter-
actions, which appear in the IFT as charge depositions.
The number of IFT clusters of the signal category is
very distinct from background-like (n2) events and agrees
well with the expectation from GENIE. We also examine
the polar angles ✓µ of the neutrino candidates and ob-
serve distributions close to the simulated neutrino events
and distinctively di↵erent from muon backgrounds. We
observe a clear charge separation in q/pµ for the re-
constructed tracks, with q denoting the assigned track
charge. In total 40 events with a positively-charged track
candidate are observed, showing the presence of anti-
neutrinos in the analyzed data set. The reconstructed
momentum of the muon produced in a CC ⌫µ interaction
is a good proxy for the incident neutrino energy. Using
the simulated CC neutrino interactions, we estimate that
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FIG. 4. The figures depict the number of reconstructed clusters in the IFT, track polar angle ✓µ, q/pµ, and the reconstructed
momentum pµ for events in the signal region (black markers) and compare them to the expectation from GENIE (blue) and
muon-like events (grey markers). The muon-like events are from the n2 category, for which both layers of the FASER⌫
scintillator observed a signal, and show the expected distributions for non-neutrino backgrounds. The blue bands correspond
to the statistical error of the simulated samples and are luminosity scaled for q/pµ and pµ. The other figures are normalized to
unity.

with our analysis strategy we select neutrino events for
which on average > 80% of the incident neutrino momen-
tum is transferred to the final state muon. This indicates
that a large fraction of the reconstructed neutrino can-
didates have energies significantly larger than 200 GeV.
A detailed study of these properties, which accounts for
systematic e↵ects, is left for future work.

Summary We report the first direct detection of neu-
trinos produced at a collider experiment using the active
electronic components of the FASER detector. We ob-
serve 153+12

�13 neutrino events from CC interactions from
⌫µ and ⌫µ taking place in the tungsten-emulsion detector
of FASER⌫. The spatial distribution and properties of
the observed signal events are consistent with neutrino
interactions, and the chosen analysis strategy does not
depend on the quality of the modeling of detector ef-
fects in the simulation. For the signal events, the recon-
structed charge shows the presence of anti-neutrinos, and
the reconstructed momentum implies that neutrino can-
didates have energies significantly above 200 GeV. This
result marks the beginning of the field of collider neutrino
physics, opening up a wealth of new measurements with
broad implications across many physics domains [24].
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Figure 7.3: Predicted energy distribution of neutrinos passing through the FPF experiments. The
di↵erent panels correspond to the electron (top), muon (center) and tau (bottom) neutrinos passing
through a 50 cm ⇥ 50 cm (left) and 1 m ⇥ 1 m (right) cross sectional area at the FPF location at
z = 620 m. The vertical axis shows the number of neutrinos per energy bin that go through the
considered cross sectional area for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1. The di↵erent production
modes are indicated by the line color: pion decays (red), kaon decays (orange),hyperon decays
(magenta), and charm decays (blue). The di↵erent line styles correspond to predictions obtained
from SIBYLL 2.3d (solid), DPMJet 3.2017 (short dashed), EPOS-LHC (long dashed), QGSJet II-04

(dotted), and Pythia 8.2 (dot-dashed).

Neutrino Energy Spectrum
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Figure 7.4: Predictions for the flux for electron (left), muon (center) and tau (right) neutrinos, in
units of particles per area per bin at the HL-LHC with 3000 fb�1, as function of the pseudorapidity
of the neutrino ⌘, or equivalently its radial displacement from the line of sight at z = 620 m. The
red and blue lines correspond to the neutrino flux components from light and charmed hadron
decays, respectively. The line-styles denote the di↵erent event generators. All neutrinos with
energies E > 10 GeV are included. Illustrated at the bottom of each panel is the angular coverage
of di↵erent LHC neutrino experiments.

Detector Number of CC Interactions
Name Mass Coverage Luminosity ⌫e+⌫̄e ⌫µ+⌫̄µ ⌫⌧+⌫̄⌧

FASER⌫ 1 ton ⌘ & 8.5 150 fb�1 901 / 3.4k 4.7k / 7.1k 15 / 97
SND@LHC 800kg 7 < ⌘ < 8.5 150 fb�1 137 / 395 790 / 1.0k 7.6 / 18.6

FASER⌫2 20 tons ⌘ & 8.5 3 ab�1 178k / 668k 943k / 1.4M 2.3k / 20k
FLArE 10 tons ⌘ & 7.5 3 ab�1 36k / 113k 203k / 268k 1.5k / 4k

AdvSND 2 tons 7.2 . ⌘ . 9.2 3 ab�1 6.5k / 20k 41k / 53k 190 / 754

Table 7.1: Detectors and neutrino event rates: The left side of the table summarizes the detector
specifications in terms of the target mass, pseudorapidity coverage and assumed integrated lumi-
nosity for both the LHC neutrino experiments operating during Run 3 of the LHC as well as the
proposed FPF neutrino experiments. On the right, we show the number of charged current neu-
trino interactions occurring the detector volume for all three neutrino flavors as obtained using two
di↵erent event generators, Sibyll 2.3d and DPMJet 3.2017.

part of the table summarizes the assumed detector specifications including the target mass, rapid-
ity coverage and nominal integrated luminosity. Shown on the right are the expected number of
charged current neutrino interactions occurring inside the detector volume. We show predictions
for both SIBYLL 2.3d and DPMJet 3.2017 which provide the maximal and minimum predictions
within the set of event generators considered.

The neutrino experiments at the LHC will be able to observe about a thousand electron neutrino
interactions, a few thousand muon neutrino interactions and tens of tau neutrino interactions.
This number will increase significantly for the FPF experiments due to both the higher integrated

Pseudorapidity Coverage of FASER and FFP experiments
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FIG. 2. FASER⌫’s estimated ⌫-nucleon CC cross section sensitivity for ⌫e (left), ⌫µ (center), and ⌫⌧
(right) at Run 3 of the 14 TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity of 150 fb�1 collected from 2021-
23. Existing constraints are shown in gray. The black dashed curves are the theoretical predictions
for the average deep inelastic scattering (DIS) cross section per tungsten-weighted nucleon. The
solid error bars correspond to statistical uncertainties, the shaded regions show uncertainties from
neutrino production rate corresponding to the range of predictions obtained from di↵erent MC
generators, and the dashed error bars show their combination.

of statistical and production rate uncertainties, added in quadrature, is shown as the dashed
error bars. These sensitivity estimates take into account the geometrical acceptance, vertex
detection e�ciency, and lepton identification e�ciency, and assume that the measurement
is background free. We can see that FASER⌫ significantly extends the neutrino cross sec-
tion measurements to higher energies for both electron and tau neutrinos, while for muon
neutrinos, FASER⌫ will fill the gap between the existing measurements from accelerator ex-
periments and IceCube. An additional interface detector between FASER⌫ and the FASER
spectrometer will further be able to distinguish ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ events, as discussed in Sec. VI.

In addition to detecting collider neutrinos and anti-neutrinos of all three flavors and
measuring their cross sections at higher energies than observed from any previous human-
made source, FASER⌫ can explore several other topics related to the physics of neutrino
production, propagation, and interaction at the energy frontier:

Tau Neutrino Detection: Of the seventeen particles in the standard model of particle
physics, the tau neutrino is the least well measured. The DONuT and OPERA exper-
iments have each observed about 10 ⌫⌧ events [9, 13], and these data sets provide the
primary information about tau neutrinos at present. Additionally, SuperKamiokande and
IceCube have recently reported higher statistics ⌫⌧ appearance in atmospheric oscilla-
tions [14, 15], although with considerably larger uncertainties, resulting in a measurement
with precision comparable to DONuT and OPERA. During LHC Run 3, FASER⌫ will
accumulate about 20 ⌫⌧ CC interactions, of which about 13 ⌫⌧ events are expected to be
identified. This will significantly increase the worlds supply of reconstructed ⌫⌧ neutrinos
and will allow them to be studied at much higher energies E⌫ ⇠ TeV.

Event Shapes and Kinematics: Due to its high spatial resolution, the FASER⌫ detector
will be able to resolve the shape of each neutrino event, including, for example, the
multiplicity and momentum distributions of charged particles. These event shapes will
provide valuable input to tune MC tools used to simulate high-energy neutrino events,

6
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Appendix C: Likelihood Fit

The used likelihood has the form

L =
Y

i

P(Ni|ni) ·
Y

j

Gj . (1)

Here P denotes a Poissonian with the index i running over the four event categories with observed event counts Ni and
expectation values ni. We introduce nuisance parameters to constrain the estimated number of background events to
their expectations using three Gaussian priors Gj . The used test statistic has the form

q0 =

⇢
�2 ln �(n⌫ = 0) bn⌫ � 0

0 bn⌫ < 0
(2)

and the significance of the observed signal bn⌫ over the background-only hypothesis is given by
p

q0 in the asymptotic
limit. Further �(n⌫ = 0) := L(n⌫)/L(bn⌫) denotes the ratio of the likelihood maximized with the condition of no signal,
n⌫ = 0, to the unconditionally maximized likelihood. The log-likelihood ratio is shown in Figure 7.
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parameters of Gi to determine the statistical uncertainty of the neutrino signal yield.

Appendix D: Momentum Resolution

Data-driven alignment corrections are applied to the positions and orientations of the modules of the tracking
spectrometer stations using a sample of reconstructed muons. In the case of perfect alignment of the FASER tracking
detectors, we expect a momentum resolution of 2.1% at 100 GeV, 4.7% at 300 GeV, and 16.4% at 1 TeV. The accuracy
of the alignment is validated using a photon conversion sample for momenta up to 250 GeV.

Appendix E: Expected Number of Neutrino Events

The predicted numbers of neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions from SIBYLL and DPMJET are listed in Table II.
Results are shown requiring the interactions to be (1) in the FASER⌫ detector volume or (2) in the target region and
within a radius of 95 mm from the center of the FASER detector. Note that no additional acceptance and e�ciency
corrections are applied and the second requirement approximates the fiducial volume used in the analysis.

Volume Type 0 < E⌫ < 500 GeV 500 < E⌫ < 1000 GeV E⌫ > 1000 GeV
P

E⌫ [GeV]

FASER⌫ ⌫µ 359 / 379 239 / 273 291 / 790 890 / 1442 880 / 1376

FASER⌫ ⌫µ 116 / 130 62 / 85 49 / 151 227 / 367 657 / 1028

r < 95 mm ⌫µ 147 / 154 105 / 118 141 / 375 394 / 647 943 / 1477

r < 95 mm ⌫µ 48 / 53 28 / 37 23 / 67 99 / 157 687 / 1057

TABLE II. The expected numbers of neutrino and anti-neutrino events from SIBYLL (first number) and DPMJET (second number)
for an integrated luminosity of 35.4 fb�1 i and di↵erent energy intervals, along with the sum over all energy intervals, and the
average neutrino energy E⌫ . Results are shown requiring the interactions to be (1) in the FASER⌫ detector volume or (2) in
the target region and within a radius of 95 mm from the center of the FASER detector.
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average neutrino energy E⌫ . Results are shown requiring the interactions to be (1) in the FASER⌫ detector volume or (2) in
the target region and within a radius of 95 mm from the center of the FASER detector.

Likelihood

Test statistics

full errorstatistical error
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APPENDIX

Appendix A: Geometric Sideband

Figure 5 depicts the sideband used to estimate the geometric backgrounds of the analysis. Background events are
required to be consistent with a muon candidate by having  8 IFT clusters and an extrapolated radius rIFT of
90 mm to 95 mm with respect to the IFT center. This selection is dominated by geometric background events that
do not pass the signal selection steps of the analysis. No events with pµ > 100 GeV are observed. To estimate the
number of events within this momentum range, we linearly extrapolate the events between 30 GeV and 100 GeV and
find 0.2 ± 4.1 events, with the error denoting the statistical error. To account for the rveto ⌫ requirement of the signal
selection, we further apply a requirement of rveto ⌫ < 120 mm to the sideband events (orange distribution). No events
with pµ > 30 GeV are observed. We thus use 5.9 as the 3� upper limit and use this to calculate the ratio with
respect to the number of events without any rveto ⌫ selection, to correct the sideband background events for the rveto ⌫

requirement. With this factor we find ngeo = 0.01 ± 0.23 geometric background events. To account for the fact that
this number corresponds to an annulus, the correction factor fgeo = 7.9± 2.4, determined from simulation, is applied.
It is obtained from simulation with the uncertainty spanning di↵erent assumptions about the angle, momenta, and
positions of the geometric background events.
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FIG. 5. Sideband for geometric background estimation.

Appendix B: Event Display

Figure 6 shows an event display of an example neutrino candidate event. The event has a momentum of pµ =
843.9 GeV, negative charge, ✓µ = 2.5 mrad, rveto ⌫ = 57.2 mm, rIFT = 55.8 mm and produced 57 clusters in the IFT.

FIG. 6. Event display of a neutrino interaction candidate in which secondary particles produced in the CC interaction produce
activity in the IFT.

Geometric sideband
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Appendix C: Likelihood Fit

The used likelihood has the form

L =
Y

i

P(Ni|ni) ·
Y

j

Gj . (1)

Here P denotes a Poissonian with the index i running over the four event categories with observed event counts Ni and
expectation values ni. We introduce nuisance parameters to constrain the estimated number of background events to
their expectations using three Gaussian priors Gj . The used test statistic has the form

q0 =

⇢
�2 ln �(n⌫ = 0) bn⌫ � 0

0 bn⌫ < 0
(2)

and the significance of the observed signal bn⌫ over the background-only hypothesis is given by
p

q0 in the asymptotic
limit. Further �(n⌫ = 0) := L(n⌫)/L(bn⌫) denotes the ratio of the likelihood maximized with the condition of no signal,
n⌫ = 0, to the unconditionally maximized likelihood. The log-likelihood ratio is shown in Figure 7.

FIG. 7. The log-likelihood ratio of the estimated number of neutrinos is shown in blue. The dashed orange contour fixes the
parameters of Gi to determine the statistical uncertainty of the neutrino signal yield.

Appendix D: Momentum Resolution

Data-driven alignment corrections are applied to the positions and orientations of the modules of the tracking
spectrometer stations using a sample of reconstructed muons. In the case of perfect alignment of the FASER tracking
detectors, we expect a momentum resolution of 2.1% at 100 GeV, 4.7% at 300 GeV, and 16.4% at 1 TeV. The accuracy
of the alignment is validated using a photon conversion sample for momenta up to 250 GeV.

Appendix E: Expected Number of Neutrino Events

The predicted numbers of neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions from SIBYLL and DPMJET are listed in Table II.
Results are shown requiring the interactions to be (1) in the FASER⌫ detector volume or (2) in the target region and
within a radius of 95 mm from the center of the FASER detector. Note that no additional acceptance and e�ciency
corrections are applied and the second requirement approximates the fiducial volume used in the analysis.

Volume Type 0 < E⌫ < 500 GeV 500 < E⌫ < 1000 GeV E⌫ > 1000 GeV
P

E⌫ [GeV]

FASER⌫ ⌫µ 359 / 379 239 / 273 291 / 790 890 / 1442 880 / 1376

FASER⌫ ⌫µ 116 / 130 62 / 85 49 / 151 227 / 367 657 / 1028

r < 95 mm ⌫µ 147 / 154 105 / 118 141 / 375 394 / 647 943 / 1477

r < 95 mm ⌫µ 48 / 53 28 / 37 23 / 67 99 / 157 687 / 1057

TABLE II. The expected numbers of neutrino and anti-neutrino events from SIBYLL (first number) and DPMJET (second number)
for an integrated luminosity of 35.4 fb�1 i and di↵erent energy intervals, along with the sum over all energy intervals, and the
average neutrino energy E⌫ . Results are shown requiring the interactions to be (1) in the FASER⌫ detector volume or (2) in
the target region and within a radius of 95 mm from the center of the FASER detector.
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spectrometer stations using a sample of reconstructed muons. In the case of perfect alignment of the FASER tracking
detectors, we expect a momentum resolution of 2.1% at 100 GeV, 4.7% at 300 GeV, and 16.4% at 1 TeV. The accuracy
of the alignment is validated using a photon conversion sample for momenta up to 250 GeV.

Appendix E: Expected Number of Neutrino Events

The predicted numbers of neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions from SIBYLL and DPMJET are listed in Table II.
Results are shown requiring the interactions to be (1) in the FASER⌫ detector volume or (2) in the target region and
within a radius of 95 mm from the center of the FASER detector. Note that no additional acceptance and e�ciency
corrections are applied and the second requirement approximates the fiducial volume used in the analysis.
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TABLE II. The expected numbers of neutrino and anti-neutrino events from SIBYLL (first number) and DPMJET (second number)
for an integrated luminosity of 35.4 fb�1 i and di↵erent energy intervals, along with the sum over all energy intervals, and the
average neutrino energy E⌫ . Results are shown requiring the interactions to be (1) in the FASER⌫ detector volume or (2) in
the target region and within a radius of 95 mm from the center of the FASER detector.
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FIG. 1. Top left: The acceptance for dark photons to decay inside the FASER decay volume. Top right: The
fraction of dark photons decaying inside the FASER decay volume that have energy greater than 500 GeV.
Bottom: The expected number of dark photon events in FASER for 27.0 fb�1 of data, assuming a 50% signal
e�ciency, on top of the requirement that the A0 energy is greater than 500 GeV.

Due to the distance of FASER from the production point and given the coupling values for
relevant models, for a substantial number of dark photons to decay in FASER, they must be
produced with a large boost along the LOS, meaning the electrons produced in the A0 decay will
leave significant energy in the FASER calorimeter. Fig. 1 (top right) shows the fraction of dark
photons decaying in FASER that have a generator-level energy greater than 500 GeV. Finally, Fig. 1
(bottom) shows the number of expected A0 events in 27.0 fb�1 of data for which the A0 decays in
FASER, has a generator-level energy greater than 500 GeV, and assuming a 50% e�ciency across
the two-dimensional parameter space, to account for the other selection requirements that will be
applied in the analysis. The figure includes a contour showing where we expect three signal events
to pass these requirements, indicating the expected sensitivity of a background-free analysis.

III. THE FASER DETECTOR

The FASER experiment is located in the TI12 connection tunnel with the Super Proton Sych-
notron (SPS), about 5 m from the LHC machine, and is aligned with the interaction point (IP1)
collision axis line of sight (LOS). During the detector installation, the LOS was mapped out in TI12
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Figure 3.18: A preliminary sketch of the FLArE detector. The concept must be further engineered
for integration and high-voltage safety. The cryostat technology from GTT (Gaztransport and
Technigaz) has corrugations that allow expansion/contraction of the metallic surfaces. For a small
cryostat such as for FLArE, the cryostat must be redesigned with flat walls. The space between
the field cage and the cryostat is for high-voltage safety. Possible electronics readout is indicated,
but must be designed in detail for this detector.

installation of the HV feedthrough, and providing a cathode that permits scintillation light to
reach both sides of the TPC. A particular issue arises for liquid krypton due to the high level
of intrinsic radioactivity (⇠ 500bq/cm3) which creates a cloud of charge that reduces the applied
electric field (space charge). This problem needs careful examination and may require smaller TPC
gaps or high fields. Both the liquid argon and krypton options require careful evaluation for space
charge due to high rates of muon tracks from the LHC.

The anode and the electrode design determines the spatial resolution for measurement of ioniza-
tion in 3D. A design using several (more than 3) planes of wires has been used in the protoDUNE
test detector. It is also the design for ICARUS, MicroBooNE, and the first module of DUNE.
The wires in each plane allow measurement of a single plane projection of the ionization image.
Drifting electrons induce currents in each of the planes of wires before being collected on the final
wire plane. Combining three 2D images electronically produces a 3D pattern. This technique, how-
ever, requires low track multiplicity in the events to reduce reconstruction ambiguities [97] and is
otherwise subject to ine�cient event recognition. Another option is being examined in the context
of the DUNE second module, in which a rigid plane is employed with small holes to allow electrons
to pass. Induced currents on metalized electrodes on both sides of the rigid plane (or electronic
board) are used to create a projection of the image. This technique could lead to an inexpensive
pixelized detector that is not subject to reconstruction ambiguities.

Typical amount of charge from a minimum ionizing particle through liquid argon (or krypton)
is about ⇠ 1 � 2 ⇥ 104 electrons for a few mm of track length. The collected charge depends on
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Figure 3.15: Layout of the AdvSND detector.

Figure 3.16: Momentum spectrum of muons in ⌫µ CC interactions in the 7.2 < ⌘ < 8.4 region.

of spectrometer for AdvSND.
After traversing a magnet with field strength B and length `, the track of a charged particle

with momentum p is bent by an angle ✓ =
`

r
=

eB`

p
. The bending angle ✓ is determined by two

tracking planes that are located before the magnet and separated by the lever arm a, which measure
the track coordinates x1 and x2, and two tracking planes that are located behind the magnet and
also separated by the lever arm a, measuring the track coordinates x3 and x4. From the track
coordinates the bending angle is determined to be

✓ =
x4 � x3

a
�

x2 � x1

a
. (3.1)
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Figure 3.7: Conceptual design of the FASER⌫2 detector [37].

will also include a veto detector and interface detectors to the FASER2 spectrometer, with one
interface detector in the middle of the emulsion modules and the other detector downstream of the
emulsion modules to make the global analysis and muon charge measurement possible. Similar to
FASER2, the veto system will be scintillator-based, and the interface detectors could be based on
the SiPM and scintillating fibre tracker technology. The detector length, including the emulsion
films and interface detectors, will be ⇠8 m. Both the emulsion modules and interface detectors will
be situated in a cooling system (not drawn).

Tau neutrino CC interactions produce ⌧ leptons, which have 1-prong decays 85% of the time.
Fig. 3.8 shows the distribution of these events in the (⌧ flight length, kink angle)-plane [78]. The
mean ⌧ flight length is 3 cm. To detect a kink, the ⌧ must cross at least one emulsion layer. In
addition, the kink angle should be larger than four times the angular resolution and more than
0.5 mrad, and the flight length should be less than 6 cm, where the last requirement is implemented
to reduce hadronic backgrounds. Fig. 3.9 shows event displays of a simulated ⌫⌧ event in FASER⌫
and FASER. The ⌫⌧ interacts and the tau decays into a muon in FASER⌫, and the muon then
passes through the FASER spectrometer. Similar events are expected in FASER⌫2 and FASER2.

The high muon background in the LHC tunnel might be an experimental limitation. The
emulsion detector readout and reconstruction work for track densities up to ⇠ 106 tracks/cm2. To
keep the detector occupancy low, the possibility of sweeping away such muons with a magnetic field
placed upstream of the detector is currently being explored, as described in Sec. 2.10. Considering
the expected performance, the emulsion films will be replaced every year during the winter stops.

3.2.3 Emulsion Film Production

The emulsion sensitive layers consist of silver bromide micro-crystals, which are semiconductors
with a band gap of 2.684 eV, dispersed in a gelatin substrate. The diameter of the crystals which
will be used for FASER⌫2 will be approximately 200 nm. An emulsion detector with 200 nm crystals
has a spatial resolution of 50 nm. The two-dimensional intrinsic angular resolution of a double-
sided emulsion film with 200 nm-diameter crystals and a base thickness of 210 µm is therefore 0.35

FASERν2
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the proposed FASER2 detector.

Figure 3.3: Schematic views of the FASER2 Geant4 simulations for the FPF Alcoves (left) and
New Cavern (right) options. The tracker stations are indicated by vertical dashed lines. For the
Alcoves design, the tracker stations are 1.5, 2.7, and 3.9 m from the front of the decay volume. For
the New Cavern design, the stations are 10.0, 15.5, and 21.0 m from the front of the decay volume.

Considering the same signal model, and taking into account the almost twice as strong magnetic
field assumed here, the particle separations are much larger than might naively be expected based
on what was observed in FASER [7] for a similar longitudinal detector layout. This is explained by
Fig. 3.4 (right), which shows that with a larger-radius decay volume, there is much more acceptance
for lower energy dark photons, whose decay products are then easier to separate with a given
magnetic field. The dashed contours in Fig. 3.4 (left) show the distribution of spatial separations
for the e+ and e� tracks for the subset of dark photons that are produced in the decay volume of
the same transverse size as FASER, that is, within a decay volume radius of RDV = 10 cm from the
LOS. In this case, it can be seen that the particle separations are significantly reduced and more
in line with what might be expected from a naive extrapolation from FASER.

In Fig. 3.5 (left), the same distributions of transverse track separations are shown, but for the
New Cavern detector. For the same 1 T magnetic field, the significantly increased detector length
results in large separations even at the first station. A tracker resolution of 50 mm would be very
e�cient for Station 1 and much more coarse resolutions would required for Stations 2 and 3 and for
the calorimeter. With such large separations it is worth investigating whether a magnet is needed
to obtain su�ciently large separations. In the same figure, the dashed line show the separations
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Figure 3.20: A diagram of the FORMOSA detector components. The scintillator bars are shown
in blue connected to PMTs in black.

R878, Hamamatsu R7725 [107], and Electron Tube 9814B [108]. While all three species meet the
minimal requirements for the FORMOSA detector, the R7725 and Electron Tube PMTs were found
to have the best dark rate, timing, and response performance. The afterpulsing properties of the
PMT species used will also have significant impact on the background faced by the detector. To
avoid sensitivity to residual magnetic fields in the cavern, each PMT will be wrapped with mu-metal
shielding. This shielding consists of two parts: one is directly around the PMT within the mount,
and another thin layer is wrapped around the outside of a completed bar covering a region 2 cm
on either side of the photo-cathode position.

Waveforms from each PMT will be digitized, read out, and stored for o✏ine analysis. As
the pulse rate per PMT is large, a trigger will be used to record only those waveforms during
interesting time windows when signal-like activity in the detector is observed with at least 3 layers
in a 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 4 bar region having a pulse above the single PE threshold. To avoid the rate being
dominated by through-going muons, large pulses in the front and end panels will be vetoed in
the trigger. The digitisation can be performed using 25 16-channel CAEN V1743 digitizers [109],
operating at 1.6 ⇥ 109 samples per second with 12-bit resolution, providing 1024 samples within a
640 ns acquisition window. The 16 channels are arranged into 8 trigger groups, each of which can
output a trigger bit via LVDS. These trigger bits can then be combined by dedicated electronics to
form the trigger decision.

Commercial CAEN HV power supply modules connected to fan-out boards will provide power
for up to 12 groups of up to 12 PMTs (144 PMTs total) for each HV supply module. Therefore,
three CAEN A1535DN power supply modules can be utilised to power all scintillator bars and
panels.

3.5.2 Backgrounds and Sensitivity

Even though the pointing, 4-layered, design will be very e↵ective at reducing background processes,
small residual contributions from sources of background that mimic the signal-like quadruple coin-

FORMOSA
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FIG. 1. Location of the FASER⌫ detector and event topology. Top: The FASER experiment is placed about 500 m downstream
of the ATLAS interaction point in the previously unused side tunnel TI12, which connects the SPS with the LHC tunnel.
Center: The detector is centered around the beam collision axis where the neutrino flux is maximal. It consists of the
FASER⌫ emulsion neutrino detector, followed by a magnetized spectrometer and a calorimeter. Bottom: The emulsion detector
consists of tungsten plates interleaved with nuclear emulsion films. Both interactions of neutrinos and neutral hadrons lead to
the appearance of a neutral vertex at which several charged particles emerge. Di↵erent types of events can be distinguished
based on the event topology, as explained in the text.

II. NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS AT FASER⌫

FASER [6, 14, 15] is a dedicated experiment at the
LHC to both search for long-lived particles predicted
by models of new physics [16–24], and to study interac-
tions of high-energy neutrinos [7, 8]. It is located in the
far-forward direction, roughly 480 m downstream from
the ATLAS interaction point (IP). At this location, the
highly collimated neutrino beam produced at ATLAS,
which is centered around the beam collision axis, inter-
sects with the side tunnel TI12, as shown in the upper
part of Fig. 1. TI12 has previously served as an injec-
tor tunnel for LEP but remained unused during the LHC
era. To maximize its sensitivity, a trench has been dug
into the floor of TI12 such that the FASER apparatus
can be aligned with the beam collision axis.

A schematic layout of the FASER detector is shown
in the center part of Fig. 1. Located on the front is the
FASER⌫ neutrino detector. It is followed by the FASER
spectrometer, consisting of magnets and three tracking
stations. FASER⌫ and the FASER spectrometer are con-
nected by an interface tracking station, which allows a
combined analysis of the emulsion and electronic detec-
tor components. In addition, the interface tracker can be
used to time-stamp the event, which allows for a front
veto to reject muon-associated background. At the end

of FASER is an electromagnetic calorimeter.

The FASER⌫ detector consists of emulsion plates that
are interleaved with tungsten plates as a target. This
configuration permits the reconstruction of tracks of
charged particles passing through the detector with a
sub-µm spatial resolution [25]. This allows observation
of the event topology as shown in the lower part of Fig. 1.

Both neutrino and neutral hadron interactions are ex-
pected to produce several hadronic particles forming a
collimated jet. This leads to a characteristic neutral ver-
tex signature, with several outgoing tracks but no incom-
ing track, that can be searched for. While most neutral
hadrons escape undetected, charged hadrons will leave
tracks and interact on a length scale of �int ⇠ 10 cm, ini-
tiating a hadronic shower. Neutral pions promptly decay
into photons, which can be identified by their displaced
electromagnetic showers. These showers typically occur
within a radiation length X0 ⇠ 3.5 mm in tungsten and
point back to the neutral vertex.

It is further possible to distinguish di↵erent event types
based on their topologies. CC neutrino interaction events
contain an energetic charged lepton. While muons can be
identified from tracks that do not interact further down-
stream in the detector, electrons lead to electromagnetic
showers that emerge from a track connected to the neu-
tral vertex. NC interactions contain a neutrino in the

Feasibility explored in https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.10500.pdf
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FIG. 8. Left: Limits on neutrino NSI involving the up quark. The red ellipse indicates the expected 95% allowed region by
FASER⌫ , with limits from CHARM [42] (blue) shown for comparison. The one-dimensional allowed region from oscillation
and COHERENT [51] is also shown (green). Right: Same as left plot but for NSI involving the down quark.

where f = u, d and ↵,� = e, µ, ⌧ . These interactions
would interfere with Z exchange, a↵ecting the neutrino
neutral current cross section. Data on neutrino oscilla-
tions [53] and coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering [54]
probe the vector couplings ✏

f,V
↵� e�ciently but are not

sensitive to their axial counterparts that only couple to
net spin. By contrast, high-energy experiments can probe
NSI regardless of the underlying spin structure [55–57].

In passing, we remark that while the validity of any
e↵ective operator treatment breaks down at su�ciently
high energies, the momentum transfers that we consider
are of order

p
2mNE⌫ . v, where v = 246 GeV is the

electroweak vacuum expectation value. We will obtain
limits on the NSI parameters that are less than O(1),
corresponding to operator suppression scales above the
electroweak scale. At even higher energies, of course, a
full UV completion of the NSI should be considered [56].
It would be interesting to examine the sensitivity of
FASER⌫ neutrino NC scattering measurements to light
mediators, where we would expect di↵erent kinematics
from NC scattering in the SM.

To limit NSI, we anticipate a FASER⌫ measurement
of the neutrino neutral current cross section as in Fig. 8,
in conjunction with a charged current cross section mea-
surement [7]. We take the ratio of the neutral current
to the charged current cross section assuming that the
flux uncertainties will largely cancel, with the main re-
maining considered sources of error being the statistics
on the neutral current events and the uncertainty on the
background. Following the discussion above, other un-
certainties such as the neutral hadron flux and energy
estimation are assumed to be subdominant in the cross

section ratio. In particular, FASER will directly mea-
sure the muon flux and energy spectrum once it turns on
which will reduce the neutral hadron flux uncertainties.
By performing a �

2 fit using the cross section ratio in
each energy bin as input, we obtain the overall expected
NSI sensitivity. Throughout, we make the simplifying
assumption that all of the incoming neutrinos are muon
(anti)neutrinos. Weaker bounds could, in principle, be
obtained on NSIs involving electron neutrinos using the
subdominant ⌫e flux.
Our projected sensitivity is shown in Fig. 8. We also

show the limits obtained from taking the ratio of the
NC to CC cross-sections at CHARM [42], as well as the
current bound on the vector NSI couplings from oscilla-
tion and COHERENT data [51]. We note that CHARM
probes a di↵erent combination of the up and down quark
NSIs because the limits come from neutrino scattering,
whereas at FASER⌫ we have a combined constraint from
neutrinos and antineutrinos. In summary, we find that
FASER⌫ has the potential to provide competitive NSI
sensitivity, particularly in the axial case where bounds
from oscillation and coherent scattering experiments do
not exist.

VI. OUTLOOK

While LHC neutrinos have never been directly de-
tected, FASER⌫ will provide the ability to probe their
interactions for the first time. Measurements of neutrino
cross sections at TeV-scale neutrino energies will fill a gap
between lower energy laboratory experiments and astro-
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the weak mixing angle.

Signal simulation: As outlined in Ref. [8], there are
a variety of uncertainties e↵ecting the signal simula-
tion, including (i) nuclear e↵ects (such nuclear shad-
owing and anti-shadowing and EMC e↵ect), (ii) the
hadronization of final state partons, and (iii) the mod-
eling of final state interactions in the tungsten target
nuclei. Currently, there is no neutrino interaction gen-
erator that targets this high-energy DIS regime. While
recent e↵orts on nuclear PDFs allow one to describe
nuclear e↵ects and their uncertainties [31, 32, 45–47],
more dedicated e↵orts are needed to tune and improve
the modeling of hadronization and final state interac-
tions in existing generators and to quantify the un-
certainties. In principle, data from previous neutrino
experiments, such as DONuT or CHORUS, as well as
FASER⌫’s CC measurements could be helpful in this
regard.

Uncertainties on the signal simulation will a↵ect the
distributions of observables and hence induce uncer-
tainties in all parts of the analysis, including the neutral
vertex identification e�ciency, the signal identification
e�ciency, and the energy reconstruction performance.
As no reliable estimates of these uncertainties are cur-
rently available, we do not attempt to quantify the im-
pact of generator uncertainties on our final results.

Neutral hadron flux: Analogous to the aforemen-
tioned uncertainty on the size of the signal, there are
also uncertainties in the numbers of neutral hadrons
impinging on FASER⌫. The calculation of the neutral
hadron flux takes the muon flux in front of FASER⌫ as
input and relies on the modeling of neutral hadron pro-
duction from muons interacting with the detector and
rock in front of it. The muon flux used in this study
was obtained by the CERN STI group using a dedi-
cated Fluka simulation, and it would not be unreason-
able to allow for an O(1) uncertainty on the number of
neutral hadrons [15]. Even such a large error, though,
is expected to have a small impact on the final cross
section uncertainty due to the e�ciency of the classifi-
cation network. The neutral hadron contamination of
events that are classified as neutrino interactions is be-
low 10–20% for energies above 200 GeV. Furthermore,
at Run 3, FASER will directly measure the muon flux
and energy spectrum, allowing for reduction of the un-
certainty of the input for the neutral hadron calcula-
tion. In addition, the number of neutral hadron inter-
actions in FASER⌫ can be constrained directly using
both measurements of a neutral hadron control sample,
as well as charged hadrons which leave clearly visible
tracks.

Background simulation: As shown in Fig. 3, di↵er-
ent generators for neutral hadron interactions produce
variations in the distributions of the observables that
are used for our analysis. This leads to an uncer-
tainty on the rate of background events passing the

event selection, as indicated by the hatched region in
the left panel of Fig. 7. We have included the result-
ing uncertainty as blue error bars in the right panel
of Fig. 7. While this uncertainty dominates the NC
neutrino cross section sensitivity at low energies be-
low 100 GeV, it only mildly a↵ects the measurement
at higher energies. These uncertainties can be further
improved both using FASER⌫ and measurements from
dedicated beam dump experiments, such as DsTau [48]
and NA61 [49].

Experimental Uncertainties: While we have incorpo-
rated detector e↵ects in our simulation, we do not in-
clude experimental uncertainties regarding the detector
performance.

Energy estimation: We have estimated the incoming
neutrino energy with an error of approximately 50% for
events classified as neutrino neutral current events, as
shown in Fig. 6. In an experimental analysis, a trans-
fer matrix among the bins could be derived from the
network performance. Then, the obtained energy dis-
tribution could be unfolded to obtain a better approxi-
mation of the incoming neutrino energies. At our level
of precision, it is reasonable to assume that this ma-
trix is approximately diagonal given the width of the
energy bins, and we do not consider this uncertainty
further.

Our results for the neutrino NC cross section are sum-
marized in the right panel of Figure 7. The most signifi-
cant source of uncertainty is the neutrino flux at higher
energies and the background simulation at energies below
100 GeV. We note that statistical uncertainties could be
reduced with a neutrino detector in the forward region of
the HL-LHC, which has a nominal integrated luminosity
of 3000 fb�1. Such a detector could be placed in a fu-
ture Forward Physics Facility [50] at the High Luminosity
LHC.

B. Non-standard interactions

The neutrino neutral current cross section can be used
to probe new interactions between neutrinos and quarks.
Historically, the ratio of the neutral to charged current
cross section has been considered as a measurement of the
weak mixing angle, as it depends on sin2 ✓w. Since the
weak mixing angle is measured very precisely by other
facilities such as LEP [52], however, we choose to assume
no deviations from precision electroweak physics in the
SM, and instead place limits on BSM interactions. As
fully SU(2)⇥U(1)-symmetric interactions typically face
strong constraints from processes involving charged lep-
tons, we focus on the usual NSI [51]
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FASER  Detector Performanceν
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FASERν Detector Performance 
• First FASERν detector installed in FASER for first 4 weeks of 
data taking, 0.5/fb of data
• Used to commission the assembly, development, scanning, 
reconstruction, analysis chain
•Measured track multiplicity:

• ~1x104 cm-2 / fb-1

• Consistent with expectation (from FLUKA simulation and 
2018 in situ measurements)
• Very good tracking performance (residual <0.5µm)
• Two other FASERν detectors collected 10 and 30 fb-1 of data 
with about 2000 neutrino interactions expected inside these 
detectors
• Analysis in progress

1st FASER  detector installed for 
first 4 weeks of data taking, 
recording about 0.5/fb of data


Used to commission the assembly, 
development and scanning 
reconstruction, analysis chain.


Measured track multiplicity: 

ca. 104 cm-2 / fb-1 

Very good tracking performance. 


Two other FASER  detectors 
collected ca. 10 and 30/fb of data 
with about 2000 neutrino 
interactions → Analysis in progress

ν

ν



FIG. 6. Side view of the FASER main detector and FASER⌫ in side tunnel TI12.

FIG. 7. Schematic of the detector structure and the topology of various neutrino signal events that
can be seen in the detector.

place about every 3 months. This corresponds to 10 � 50 fb�1 of data in each data-taking
period. We performed in situ measurements in 2018 (see Secs. V and VI A), which measured
a charged particle flux of � ⇡ 3 ⇥ 104 fb/cm2 at the FASER location. When removed, the
track density of the emulsion detectors will be roughly 0.3 � 1.5 ⇥ 106 tracks/cm2. Our
experience with the in situ measurements in 2018 further demonstrated that we can analyze
the emulsion detector in this detector environment. Assuming seven replacements during
LHC Run 3 (one in 2021 and three replacements in each of 2022 and 2023), a total emulsion
surface area of 440 m2 will be used. The detector is being designed for easy transport across
the LHC beamline and into and out of the TI12 trench, given that the emulsion detector
will have to be replaced in four days or less.

On the other hand, thanks to the high density of TeV-energy muons, the emulsion films
can be aligned precisely. Experience from the DsTau experiment, which has a similar track
density of 400 GeV protons, shows that the position resolution of each hit in the emulsion

14

• FASERν detector is 1m long, 30x25cm 1.1tn detector

•Made from 730 x 1.1mm tick tungsten plates, interleaved with emulsion films

• Allows to distinguish all three flavours of neutrino interactions

• Emulsion film has excellent position/angular resolution for charged particle tracks 

• But no time resolution…

• Detector needs to be replaced every ~30 fb-1 to keep the track multiplicity manageable

FASERν Detector

27

Can distinguish flavors using the emulsion films excellent position / angular

resolution for charged particles.


Detector needs to be replaced every ca. 30/fb to keep track multiplicity 
manageable 



Can distinguish flavors using the emulsion films excellent position / angular

resolution for charged particles.


Detector needs to be replaced every ca. 30/fb to keep track multiplicity 
manageable 

FASERν Simulated Neutrino Events

28

Simulated events :
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FASER  Workflowν
FASERν
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• 11 tracks at the vertex, 615 μm inside tungsten
• 𝑒𝑒-like track from vertex
• Single track for 2 𝑋𝑋0
• Shower max at 7.8 𝑋𝑋0
• 175° between 𝑒𝑒-like track and others 
• 𝜃𝜃𝑒𝑒 = 11 mrad w.r.t. beam

100 µm

Beam view 200 μm

Tilted view

Back-to-back 
topology

𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒 = 1.5 TeV

New results from FASER𝜈𝜈: 
one of the 𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 CC candidates

18

FASER𝝂𝝂 Preliminary

76
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FASER Detector : Global Timeline
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Slide from A. Sfyrla

And now to the future….

From proposal to data taking in five exciting years :



4/208/18

11/20 4/21

FASER Detector Installation

17

Line of sight (LOS) to

ATLAS IP

Needed 50 cm deep trench

to allow 5 m long detector 

to be aligned with LOS

TI12: August 2018



4/208/18

11/20 4/21

FASER Detector Installation

17

TI12: April 2020

Needed 50 cm deep trench

to allow 5 m long detector 

to be aligned with LOSLOS



4/208/18

11/20 4/21

FASER Detector Installation

17

TI12: November 2020



TI12: November 2020



Tracker Installation

18

TI12: March 2021Tracker station installation begins

(built from ATLAS SCT barrel modules)



Tracker Installation

18



Tracker Installation

18



4/208/18

11/20 4/21

FASER Detector Installation

17

TI12: April 2021
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First Collision Muon Event
August 23, 2022 
@ 01:46 :

1st collision muon traverses 
FASER with momentum of 21.6 GeV 

→ Signal consistent with MIP seen in

all scintillators and calorimeter

Event Display

• Collision event with a 21.6GeV muon traversing FASER

• PMT waveforms show muon passing through all scintillators and one of the calorimeter modules

• The magnets bend the track in the vertical plane

FASERν
veto station

Interface
Tracker (IFT)

Veto
station Decay volume

Trigger
station

Tracking spectrometer
stations Pre-shower

station Calorimeter
FASERν

emulsion detector

Magnets

To ATLAS IP

Run 8336
Event 1477982
2022-08-23 01:46:15

7 / 10

Zoom in 1st

tracking station
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Physics Program

• Sensitive to unprobed phase space for dark photons,

ALPs, Neutral Heavy Leptons

Example: Dark Photons

• Mainly produced in decays of light mesons or via dark

bremsstrahlung:
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FASER LLP Physics Program :

FASER is sensitive to unprobed coupling / mass regions for dark photons,  
ALPs, Neutral Heavy Leptons

E.g. Dark Photons  are mainly produced in decays of light mesons or via dark

Bremsstrahlung

A′ 

→ With just 10/fb of data FASER can explore new coupling / mass ranges

2 Aspects: decay length & angular coverage:
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FASER LLP Physics Program :

FASER is sensitive to unprobed coupling / mass regions for dark photons,  
ALPs, Neutral Heavy Leptons

E.g. Dark Photons  are mainly produced in decays of light mesons or via dark

Bremsstrahlung

A′ 

→ With just 10/fb of data FASER can explore new coupling / mass ranges

2 Aspects: decay length & angular coverage:
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